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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Timeliness and worthiness determine the intrinsic 

merit of any discussion. The value or a thesis lies in 

the information derived from careful research. Factual 

knowledge· that is ;tound in the comic sections of news

papers, for a thesis problem, may sound fantastic, and 

may come as a surprise to a number of educators, and 

to many laj1lJlen. ·However, it is pleasing to note that 

there are wide awake people among the thinking public 

and in the teaching profession. For example, Sterling 

3-Jorth who writes for the Chicago Daily news, Miss J"ennie 

Milton, an editorial writer with the Board of Christian 

Education of the Methodist Church, and George E. Hill 

writing for Childhood .Education, are among those inter

ested in the subject under consideration. 

t1r. Hill points out that children are reading 

the comics and that all indications are that they 

will continue to do so •1 .. \ssurning his conclusions tto 

be true, it behooves parents and teachers to recognize 

lGeorge E. Hill, "Taking the Comics Seriously,n 
Child.hood Education, May, 1941, p . 413. 
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the fact and to make use of it. 

In this era of "funny, books," nbig little boolts, ri 

and newspaper comics, the problem of discovering and 

evaluating the real knowledge gained by the participat

ing public seems a fascinating one. These :publications 

are appearing in an ever increasing number for the enter

tainment of' both young and old. The criticisms being 

hurled back and forth concerning a very real situation 

make a oaref'ul study of the comics more than just a 

project. It becomes a vital need. Intelligent con

structive suggestions can, be made only after consid

erate and considerable thought has been devoted to the 

to:pi C • 

Does the use of the comics by the newspapers 

have any continuity or definiteness of purpose? If so, 

along what lines? Who determines its scope? Is the 

real knowledge being disseminated of sufficient value 

to repay the parents and. the public for the mistaken 

ideas of behavior, morals, and deeds which may result 

from the avid reading of the comics by an indiscrimi

nating popul.aoe? These and similar questions should 

be asked by every thoughtful person who is interested 

in the 111.nerican way of life and the American way of 

learning. 



The old adage, "As the twig is bent, the tree 

inclines, ,r is just as true today as it was when it was 

first worded. As its youth reads, so reaps a nation. 

Is .America, through its most :popular agency, failing 

in its responsibility--:providing for a firm basis for 

its :posterity? Is the importance of the comics being 

over-estimated or under-estimated? In this investi

gation, only a start on the road of learning that leads 

to the answers to these and other vital questions can 

be made. Nor oan a complete meaning be read into the 

facts revealed by this study. Time and time alone can 

disclose a11 · or its connot~tions. 

Speaking generally, two o6mprehensi~e types or 

material are being included in the cori.li c strips, the 

real and the unreal, or· real truth and distorted truth . 

. t-.llY classification of the subject matter is open to 

argurnent,but the above will serve as a beginning • 

.ti..ctual facts are more prevalent than ori tics would 

lead one to believe. nsos'n Hal," at one time, presented 

an excellent description of a trip down the Colorado 

Hi ver Canyon beginning near Green River, VVyoming. 

Although the characters are mythical, their adventures 



retold in comic strip fashion, facts learned by H. 

Holmstrom during 1938. 1 Certain "funnies" depict a 

healthy attitude toward family life while others 

misrepresent normal conditions. For example, Skeezix 

in rrGasoline Alley" has always had to shoulder his 

responsibilities and suff'er for his mistakes, while 

the Katzenjaramer Kids have had as their adventures 

the making of a burlesque out of' every accidental or 

purposeful practical joke occurring in a home. The 

punishment, although very thoroughly applied, never 

seems to change the error of their ways. 

Along with facts, however, fanciful situations 

often exist. This is especially true of the story of 

"Con r1 ie. '' Many of the accepted astronomical facts 

have been used as a basis for the adventures of ficti

tious people in i mpossible surroundings, if modern 

scientific research is to be believed. Thus, wholly 

L ua ginary are the queer people found living on Jupiter 

and the flying belts of Buck Rogers, but, people once 

read Jules Verne's Twenty Thousand Leagues und~r the 

0ea ana l a ughed at the idea that led to the submarine. 

4 

lR. o. Case, "He Shot the Colorado 1Uone from 
Wyoming to 3 oulder Dam,n an interview with FI. Holmstrom, 
3aturdal Evenins Post, February 26, 1938. 
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J:•erhaps antigravi ty belts and rocket ships are fanciful 

anC are in the realm of fairy-land for the interested 

child, but for the physics or chemistry student they are 

witLin the realm of possibilities if not within the 

realm of probabilities. 

Almost all fields of learning are exploited by 
;: ·] / . . . 

the authors and artists who create the comics. Nothing 

complicated is attempted3 for the public does not want 

to think deeply during its leisure moments. But, like 

Alexander Harrdlton•s first "sugar coated'' taxes, many 

laws of physics, chemistry, and biology are presented 
.'.':;,;· 

and interpreted through comic strip•representation. 

Historical events and ancient anthropological ideas 
I , 

are effectively · unfolded by the same means and methods. 

The oroad f'ielcf of .nu.man relationships is not included 

in this summary of facts that may be learned from a 

careful reading of the comic sections of newspapers. 

Of course a better understanding of the world and its 

responsibilities results from the proper understanding 

of the laws by which both are controlled, and a resume 

of facts learned must, of necessity, show a relation

ship between knowledge and life. 

1I1hose wlio read the comics have their likes and 

their dislikes. It would be a very diff icult problem 
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for one to learn specific reasons for these differences. 

If one considers things other than content, one possi

bility is the fact that some strips are more artisti

cally drawn than others, denoting the fact that some 

artists have had more fundamental training in art than 

others. This tact may mak~ for favoritism, although 

the reader be wholly unconscious of the reason for it. 

The age or the read.er influences the selection of the 

admired characters in the strips to a very great extent. 

A girl in her teens lites Dixie Duggan and Winnie 

Winkle better than cert'ain other mythical friends be

cause they always wear the very latest in the fashion 

parade of styles for a reader at an age when clothes 

are very finportant. 

There are severril definite trends in modern 

society which make the reading of the comics popular. 

'l1he most notable one is the present day demand for 

brevity. With pictures portraying the story, often 

tel'ling things omitted in the text, along with the 

necessarj;·ly brief and concise wording of the speeches 

of the actors, the entire perusal of a four or five 

picture stri'p requires only a few seconds. This 

modern age of varied interests and continual haste 

prevents matters demanding profound thought over a 



protracted period of time from ever appealing to the 

public as a whole. 

7 

Their profusion and variety help to make their 

popularity, and yet; it is hard to determine if this is 

a cause or a result of the wide spread reading of the 

comics. Over eighty million people read the Sunday 

supplements alone, and there are over twelve hundred 

different comic strips runn ing in our daily newspapers.l 

Some writers find that the• choice of a newspaper to 

supply a home is often determined by the comic strips 

that it contains. Very fe w homes are without their news

papers, and the presence of this easy reading matter 

tends to make it popular by its very accessibility. 

To those who cannot read the printed page, the 

comics, after a little pra ctice, can be made to tell 

t he ir stories by a study of the pictures. Some of the 

s tri.ps, especially nNapoleon t r and "Cicero's Cat, n sel

dom if ever contain any words of explana tion, yet they 

cleverly a chieve their object--the holding up of son:e 

h 1_1_man or animal trait for the amusement and enter

tainmen t of the reader. 

Anot.i1er reason for the interest of the non-

l George E. Rill, "Taking the Comics Seriously," 
Childhood Education, May, 19ijil J p. 413 . 
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reading public is the social intercourse whiob results 

from having the comics read aloud by a fond parent or 

friend from the safe haven of a protecting arm, or from 

the knowledge of sharing with thousands of other children 

the radio discussions of the Sunday Comic s.ection which 

is featured by several broadcasting stations each Sunday. 

The presence of academic knowledge is discredited, 

to some extent, by the :fantastic ideas of the imagination 

found in some comic strips, but a discerning reader is 

able to separate facts from fancies . Since the fffunnies 0 

seem to be here to stay, an awakening public wants to 

know exactly what they contain so that it may use them 

to best advantage. 



CH.APTER II 

THE UTILITY OF VISUAL ME.ANS 0:F INSTRUCTION 

Physiologists teach that a very young ohild has 

extremely dull sense perceptions. His eyesight is poor, 

his sense of hearing is largely the response to vibra

tions, and he will indiscriminately taste, smell and 

feel of everything and anything. However, a child 

secures th!ough his sense organs his total conception 

of the nature of his outside world. Each sense--seeing, 

hearing, smelling, tasting, and feeling--has its :func-.. ' 

tion in adjusting an individual to his environment, but 

there are rather forceful arguments to support the claim 

that the sense of sight is the most valued of them all. 

rFan""' ' . " .J 

C' 

psycho~ogists are of the op inion that four-fifths 

of the total knowledge secured by infants or adults is 

received directly or indirectly through the visual 

receptor. When an older person is asked the hypothet

ical question if he had to lose four of his five senses, 

which would he prefer to keep, the answer is invariably, 

eyesight. As a result of controlled experiments, Weber 

concludes that there is a ratio of two to one, favoring 

use of uietures in teaching facts. 1 
-" 

l~Joseph J. Weber, Picture Values in Education 
(Chicago: The Educational Screen, Inc., 1928), p. 68. • 

9 
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1:rhe theory of the preeminence of visual learning is 

also set forth by two other educators: 

The average l earner uses touch, taste, and 
smell infrequently and hence they represent but a 
relatively small part of his sensory experiencing. 
In short, an individual gets the great portion 
through his eyes, a smaller portion through his 
ears, and a great deal smaller portion through 
his other senses.l 

}£any axioms and old adages ill us tra te man's dependence 

upon his eyes. "Believe nothing you hear, and half 

you see,n and "Out of sight, out of' mind,n are examples. 

!'/issouri is called the "Show Me State'' or, as some say, 

"Cite Me State, ,t supposedly typifying the inhabitants 

as dubious and not easily convinced. 

New Objects are viewed by a child with eager 

curiosity, or with fear and trembling, depending upon 

the inherent nature of the child and his past experi

ences. He is interes ted in either case, in assimilat

ing the new objects by giving them concreteness and 

meanings in the light of his past experience~. He 

will seek to manipulate the new objects in order that 

he may understand what they are by observing, and 

comprehending what they do. Next he will endeavor to 

lHarry c. McKown and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio
Visual Aids to Instruction (New York: Iv!cGraw- Hill 
Book Co., Inc., 1940), p. 7. 
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discover their attributes through ·his sense of smell, 

taste, or touch. If the objects provide, or produce 
noises or sounds not out of proportion to his expecta-

tions, they will attract and tend to hold his interest 

and attention. Sound is more significant to an adoles-

cent than to an infant. However interested in the out

side world the normal child may become through sense 

perceptions, his major attraction comes to him through 

his eyes. ttEighty-seven per cent ef all learning is 

gained through the medium of the eye .-ul To a certain 

extent, the eye could replace the senses of taste and 

smell by judging the palatableness of food, the sense 

of hearing by noting movements, and the sense of touch 

by appraising the visual texture of things. This is 

probably the reason that the eye is the most valued of 

the senses, and the most used as a medium of learning. 

An extensive fund of knowledge is necessary for 

modern life. The a.mount and kind of enlightenment and 

skill determine the type of life that an individual will 

lead, to a very great extent. Of course there is the 

maladjusted person exemplified by the bull in the china 

l 'uthur L. Maberry, "Visual Education in Texas," 
The Texas Outlook, October, 1937, p. 58. 
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shop, or Mr. Milquetoast of comic strip fame. In 

earlier ages father t~ught his son to till the soil 

properly by following the plow, and mother taught her 

daughter to cook by having her put her hands into the 

dough. Today one must know more than the "gee" and "haw" 

of the oxen team to travel the highway. A working knowl

edge of traffic laws, the ability to recognize highway 

signs, as well as a grasp of the mechanical operations 

taking place. in, an automobile are necessary prerequisites 

for securing a license to drive a car in the State of 

Texas. Acquiring .an education has become more and more 

complicated and 1s no longer secured wholly by example, 

even though "actions. speak louder than words 0 and "the 

example is more potent than the precept." 

In the. mechanical era of today, a person does not 

have to learn by the didactic modes of past years based 

u_pon the assumption that one learns best by the old 

methods. 

For a long time after the invention of 
printing, lecture and manuscript notes were thought 
to l1ave a certain pedagogical superiority over the 
printed word.l 

New p 'rocedures arise slowly and often times with great 

difficulty, especially if they are innovations of any 

l:a:arry c. McKown and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio
Visual Aids to Instruction (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., 1940), p. viii. 
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type. But pictorial instruction is not new. E'or 

thousands of years it has been exceedingly important 

in conveying desired impressions. Perhaps it took the 

place of a pantomime, or a dramatized re-enactment of 

the event. Regardless of its earliest use, it is reason

ably certain that a picture language was the forerunner 

of our modern alphabet •1 Hieroglyphic writings of the 

~gyptians and the inscriptions on the walls of the can

yons of the West and on the walls of the homes of the 

Cliff Dwellers are pictographs. Totem Poles of uncivi

lized peoples are picture carvings that carry messages. 

Picture writing has made its appearance in all 

cultures and in all ages in many forms with varying 

fortunes. The Chinese language is a direct outgrowth of' 

pictures of objects or scenes. The symbol for man in 

the written language of the Chinese can very readily be 

converted into the stick-man in the poster drawings of 

today. .All that is necess ary is a circle :for a head 

and a cross-line for arms. On a clear day one may hear 

the sound of an aeroplane overhead and begin to watch 

t11e sky-writer at his task of a dvertising some merchan

dise. It is a thrilling sight to watch those slowly 

l Ellsworth c. Dent, The Audio-Visual Handbook 
(Chicago: The Society for Visual Education, Inc., 1939), 
p. 2- • 
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forming letters, ten to fifty feet thick and hundreds 

of feet long, composed of putting white smoke. The 

aviator's prototype wrote with his hand; gestures were 

his characters; and the air was the medium upon which 

they were written. 1 The characteristic hand motions 

and the shoulder shrugs of a foreigner as he trtes to 

.translate his ideas into another tongue are the carry

overs from a ·pre-written and pre-spoken language. By 

degrees words and syllables were, through analysis and 

synthesis, arranged into letter sounds, and symbols 

were evolved to represent them. A history of the 

development ot the alphabet portrays the general classifi

cation of graphic materials in progression from pictorial 

to sy.rubolic representation. 'rhe letter-symbol had 1 ts 

ori gin in picture-writing. 2 

Facts connected in the mind in logical sequence 

constitute learning activities. One cannot think with

out facts and reading is a tool with which one finds 

facts. Yet reading is not enough. It is true that the 

written and spoken language can effect a certain amount 

lNila B. Smith, . .American Reading Instruction 
(.New York: Silver, Burdett and Co., 1934), pp. 2-3. 

2Chas. R. Hoban, Chas. F. Hoban, Jr., and 
Samuel B. Zisman, Visualizin~ the Curriculum (New York: 
The Cordon Company, 193?}, p. 215. 
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of learning by challenging the pupil to reorganize his 

past experiences; but it can not give him essentially 

new sense-perceptions. These can only be obtained from 

actual contacts or realistic substitutes thereof.l oral 

language as an educational medium has its limitations. 

rt is not that I look down on words at all· 
they are very useful indeed--queer industrious little 
things. But . they a.re slow, and they trickle along 
single file like stiff wooden soldiers, each bring
ing in one brick at a time to build up your palaver. 2 

Geography, for an example, must of necessity be taught 

in part by pictures, maps, and charts. Obviously one 

cannot be taken to see <the Rocky Mountains nor to view 

an iceberg if his home "is in a southern state . The 

teacher must bring the ;world into the .classroom. Illus

trations and photographs collected from many sources 

form the most practical means for accomplishing the 

desired purpose. Such pictures must be within the 

perception of the child, and thorough preparatory work 

must precede the presenta tion of these visual aids. 

Flat pictures, or photographs, are used ~ore 

rrequintly than othei visual aids. This is because 

lJoseph J. Weber, Picture Value in Education 
{Chicago: The Educational Screen, Inc., 1928), p. 53. 

2c1arenoe Day, "Thoughts Without ?fords," The 
Sa turda~ Review 9.f. Literature, April 2, 1928, p. 284. 
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they are easily available and are the least expensive. 

Newspapers and periodicals, in both advertisements and 

in articles, offer a rich field for research and an 

opportunity to satisfy and utilize the collecting 

~nsti nct of the growing child. The reproductions may 

or may not be colored. In most cases the colored pic

tures are more effective. The children are more familiar 

with flat pictures bee~use they are widely used in every

day life~•espeoially 1h newspapers and books.l There 

are very few homes 'toda·y that do not have access to a 

kodak of some description~ If a child can bring to 

school a picture that h~ has made or that he saw made, 

the teaching effect can .be almost equal to the excursion 

itself as a means of utilizing the te a ching aids. 

Teachers do well to cling to the book, 
if they will only cling to it with eyes open to 
the uses of other than printed aids to learning. 
With each step forward ln the improvement of newer 
means of communication, it is not at all true that 
the i mportance of printed materials necessarily 
diminishes.2 · 

There are many cases in which the printed page becomes 

~-,iore important. A common ur actice found in the moving '. ... 
--~ =;"'·:· 

picture theaters is the s howing of news reels. These 

2],trcKown and Hober ts, loc. cit. 
A - -
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are fragmentary news items from widely varied sources. 

llli alert teacher will see the demand for further investi

ga tion of almost every situation depicted. 

In the adult world, lampooning has never proved 

as effective as caricaturing throughout the political 

history of the United States. The cartoonist's distorted 

picture of a pol~tician finds more "readers" than all 

of t he sa ti::;-es apout him ever printed. The A.-nerican 

people dem~nd _qt1ic k: visual perceptions. It is an inter-
., ,,., ... . . .J. - . • , : 

esting f'act that the ne wspapers of Ji .. ustralia and other : . •·,, ~ 

I ng lish spe~king countries are adopting the innovation 

(t8 them) of glaring headlines to designate the most 

outstanding feature of the news to the .American armed 
'>! 

forces abroad. The soldier's demand for the comic page 

is 2lso be ing met, when it is possible to do so. The 

11 EJ tars and S tripes, n the official it . E . F. newspaper 

of 1917-1918, has renewed its publication in England, 

complete with cartoons and comics. Thus their nicture-.,_ 

ai d ed reading is follo wing the American men abroad. 

''Visual instruction simply means the presentation o:f 

knowledge to be gained t hrough the 'seeing' experience.~l 

lp.._. v. Dorris, Visual Instruction in the Public 
Schools , (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1928), p. 6. 
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If modern life demands that most or the know~

edge shared must be pictorial, then educators must 

use the medium to its best advantage. 

It is imperative that we inculcate in our 
educational :procedure the maximum number of those 
things or representations of things which aid in 
clarifying thought--to make objective the abstract.l 

Modern inventions augment the_ whole movement. A world 

of unknown miracles was · discovered when the microscope 

was perfected. Yiicro-organisms were revealed learni;qg 

to the marvelous progress .of medical science. Ydcro

scopic photography has allowed the human eye to identify 

clants and animals that were not known to exist. The 

telescope, dependent also upon the sense of sight, 

opened u:p infinite space for exploration. Scientists 

are now searching for another planet which is nearer 

to the sun than Pluto. The presence of the new planet 

is denoted by the discrepancies in the behavior of some 

other distant planers. But it will be found, if it is 

found, through the medium or photography which relies 

upon the human eye. Photographic engraving and repro

ducing processes have filled books, magazines, and 

newspapers with a wealth of materials. A. detailed 

l R. W. Oxley, "Visual Aids in CCC Edu.cation," 
School Life, June, 1938, p. 362 (~uotation from Dent, 
Op • Cit) • , -



study of high . grade advertisements revealed that fifty 

per cent of the space was g iven over to pictures. The 

s ame study disclosed that only about ten perccent _ of 

text-book space is covered by pictures.l 
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It is significant to observe that the first 

children's , nioture book"--The Orbis Pictus--was written 

in 1057 by ~ohn .Amos Comenius.2 This volume, containing 

for the most p a rt only noun symbols in pictures, has 

influenced reading techniques for about three centuries. 

In its preface one reads, "Pic~ures ~re the most intelli

gible books that children can loo~i upon."3 Recent text 

books have devoted more space to attractive, worth while 

p ictures. For years no illustrations were thought nec

cessary in adult reaf ing material. To prove this a 

f all ~J. cy, one only needs to compare the sales of two 

different editions of t;he Tale 2.f. Two Ci ties, or Little 

Women, the first one containing no pictures and the second 

containing scenes from the moving picture by the same name. 

~1th the invention of photography by Niepce and Daguerre 

1 ·u b · t 101. \!v e er ' .212.. .£!_ '• ' p • 

2Geo. w. Frazier and YJi nfield D. Armentrout, 
An Introduction to Education (New York: Scott I!1 oresman 
and Co., 1933), p. 369. 

3John Amos Comenius, The Orbis Pictus (Syracuse: 
C. A. Bardeen, 1887) , p. xxvi r:-
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in the 19th century, and then the development of modern 

engraving processes, illustrative materials for all 

purposes multiplied many times. Billboards, which 

effectively hide the scenery a.long the United States 

highways, certainly are employed to appeal to the eye. 

Displays in store windows are composed mostly of printed 

display-cards or posters. Visual education is a method 

of imparting information which is based upon the psycho

logical principle that one has a better understanding or 
the thing he sees than of· the thing he reads about, or 

hears discussed.l The free literature sent out by the 

Chamber ot: Commerce of each large city has great eye

a:ppeal. 

Why do the different states and foreign nations 

spend millions of dollars each year to attract the 

annual vacationist? Primarily they want his money, but 

in order to get it they must first make him want to see 

the sights and gain new experiences. Verbalism is the 

generic term applied to the use of words without full 

und erstanding of the meaningful content'ot the context 

in which they are used.2 To a child who is familiar 

lA. B. Roberts, n.An Introduction to Visual Aids," 
School Activit i es, January, 1939, p. 212. 

2Hoban, .2.£• cit., p. 3; Weber, .2.l?..· cit., P• 82. 
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with the trace chain on the farm, a statement concerning 

a mountain chain has little or no significance. An 

analogy must be made. If an excursion is impossible, a 

teaching substitute must be found. A practical and eco

nomical alternative is a collection of pictures. The 

ideal situation is for the children to provide them from 

magazines, newspapers, and photographs to enrich the 

school unit of work. Automobile salesrooms often have 

continuous movies showing the construction of the cars. 

Since an actual visit to the plant is not practicable, 

this appeal through the eye !ind ear proves more effec

tive in teaching the public about this modern means of 

transportation than does the same story of production 

told with fervor and sincerity by the automobile 

salesman. 

Of course the eye is not an infallible witness 

to be trusted at all times. A mirage on the plains of 

Texas is a shimmering lake of life-saving water to the 

thirsty traveler if he believes his eyes. The magician 

relies upon the fact that the hand is faster than the 

eye. Yet even the magician uses his suggestive line of 

talk to direct the eyes of the unwary to another field 

of interest while the sleight-of-hand movement takes 

place. With moving pictures, one is induced to think 

tha t he sees continuous motion although he knows that 
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it is an illusion. In the microscope the image is much 

larger than the object, and the telescope makes the 

object appear to be much nearer the observer. The X-ray 

and. fluoroscope machines permit sight where seeing is 

impossible. All of these seeming contradictions of the 

trustworthiness of the eye are to be considered when 

visual aid material is selected for use. The variations 

from the normal are explained and pointed out to the 

observer or verbalism takes place. Thus a child must 

be prepared for the immense size of the whole fly when 

placed under the hand lens, or the wing-portion when 

under the compound microscope. 

There are many influential personalities of 

mythical nature that the public knows only through the 

eye. Some well-known examples are the Dutch Cleanser, 

or Gold Dust 'J?wins, Buster Brown who se➔11s shoes, and 

the dog who always knows 0 His Master's Voice." These 

form f'amiliar patterns of' learning through the eye. Tbe 

story is told of the foreign woman who, while waiting on 

~llis Island for entrance to the United States, asked 

for and secured a sears, Roebuck and Company's catalogue 

as a practical text book for an effective selection and 

a qulck source of everyday English word. The veracity of 

the story may be doubtednbut the presence of pictures 



along with their context should prove of effectual 

teaching value. 
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It is probably true that many people interested 

in creating, distributing , and publishing printed mate

rials are to a large extent unaware o:r their influence 

a t home or abroad. This is especially true of the 

creators of the comics, or rrfunnies. 11 Kay Boyle, cor

r 2spondent and author, lived in Europe :ror nineteen years. 

}ihen she arrived in New York along with other refugees, 

sl1e was asked to write an article giving her imp res si ons 

of the scenes that she had left. Miss Boyle, who is 

Mrs. Laurence Vail, in describing the boarding of the 

Yankee Clipper at Lisbon, Portugal, casually mentions, 

11Ka the, ·~vho is seven, had a roll of' .Arnerican funnies 

with her; she was familiar with Popeye soap; and Snow 

rv"hi te wa§ her :f'avori te movie. n None of her four children 

has ever been to the United States to acquire his reading 

habits by precepts.l 

One of the first impressions or a difference in 

nationality comes when one goes across the border into 

the Dominion of Canada in the absence, except within a 

short distance of the citiest of political placardst 

lKay Boyle, "Les Six Enfants," Scholastics, 
January 19, 1942, pp. 17-18. 
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billboards,. and posters. Even the highway markers are 

not in words. ~he principal reason for this is the 

number or lans uage s that are spoken in Canada. .Arrows 

indicate the conditions of the road ahead, and thus 

meaning is conveyed through sight by pictures without 

the use of printed words. A criticism of the Texas High

way Department concerns their use of two highway markers 

along the roads in the southern part of the s ta t:e, one 

giving the information in English and the other in Spanish. 

It would be much more economical to have one sign with a 

picture-word to describe the "winding road" ahead. People 

who cannot read are driving 6ars, all laws to the contrary, 

and this policy might prevent a certain per cent of the 

anrJ.ual automobile accidents. 

Thus words are based upon mental, or real pictures, 

pictures presuppose real objects, and real objects have 

to be sensed, principally through the organ of sight, 

before the very foundation of all learning can be accepted. 

~ords represent experiences. The solution of the problem 

of verbalism lies in the introduction of concrete teaching 

materials as the basis of experiences out of which may 

develop the meaningful generalizations and insights which 

are objectives of teaching.l Some experiences cannot be 

1 Hob an, _2E. cit • , p • 9. 
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real because of inaccessible distances, seasons or the 

weather, poor health, or expenses. Pictures are the 

nearest and the most serviceable substitutes that can 

easily be provided. The provision or substitutes ior 

experiences may lead directly or indirectly to some type 

of generalization which is a form of integration. 
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CH.APTER III 

A STUDY OF M.AJOR FIELDS OF LEARNING Af3 

DEPICTED IN COMIC STRIPS 

Cartooning and comic strips grew out of news

paper reporting. Their presence was an effort to pre

sent the human and hwnorous side of certain situations, 

those si~uations which the reporters thought could be 

best: pres~nted by sketches. In the early twentieth 

century, a reporter was and had to be a very versa tile 

person, and making sketches of people and scenes was 

one of his accomplishments. His drawings were vigorous, 

terse, and clear; his medium of bla.ck ink: and white 

paper was simple, bold, and perfectly readable. 

The cartoon is an illustration d~amatizing 
or emphasizing a story by making use of humor, fan
tasy, ·grotesquerie, incongruity, or satire. It 
touches the imagination like a sixth sense.I 

There is a very sharp division of opinion as to where 

the comic strips should be placed in the fields of 

learning. There are those who throw up their hands, 

figuratively, in horror and denounce all of them as 

demoralizing to old and young alike. On the other hand 

1Hoban, .2E.· oi t., p. 220 • 
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some writers say that a few minutes a day of relaxation 

with the comics are excellent aids in preserving mental 

and physical health. 

Language .Arts 

In the organization of ttie fields of learning 

for practical purposes, educators have included reading, 

literature, spelling, writing, grammar, and any language, 

such as Spanish, under the heading of language arts. 

Reading has long been advocated as the most helpful or 

all mental recreational pursuits. Pictures vitalize a 

page, and advocates of the nrunnies" have insisted that 

the artist with his brush and ink, or charcoal pencil, 

wields more influence than does the author with his well 

cl1osen phrases. 

In the early nineteenth century, two lilnerican 

artists united their resources to supply the American 

public with the popular Currier and Ives lithographic 

prints. Each print told a complete story, and was sup

posed to have been drawn from an actual scene. The 

cartoon is a single picture telling a story, or holding 

up for the reader's interest, recent events and signifi

cant tra·i:rt.s pertinent to the locality or race of people. 

The comic strip uses several pictures which give as 

many installments in the story of the life of the 
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characters as there are pictures. The number of pictures 

varies, but the average is four for the daily strips. on 

Sundays the comic sections may contain as many as twelve 

pictures about each theme. One Real Life comic book tells 

the story of Sir Walter Raleigh's life in sixty-four 

pictures, while the high point s of the life of Woodrow 

Wilson are shown in thirty-:four scenes.l Educators stress 

the fact that a child must be interested before he can 

be taught. Although the comics may be literature of a 

low quality, it does not follow that they are wholly 

unprofitable. 

One of the greatest educational needs today 
is for teachers, parents, and librarians to get away 
from their lists of approved books for all children 
or a given age, or reading ability, to a recognition 
that reading tastes are and must always be different, 
and no printed words are literature for any child 
unless they become a creative element in his living. 
If a child gets extended horizons :rrom reading 
"donald Duck" and "1'he S11 ver Llama" calls forth no 
response, then "Donald Duck" is literature, although 
of a low quality.2 . , 

When appraised over a period of months, many worth while 

:facts included in the approved course of' study were f'ound 

in the comic strips. The whole field of reading and reading 

lReal Life Comics, Number 2 (New York: Better 
Publications, Inc • , l94l) . 

2Jennie N...11 ton, ttChildren and the Comics," Child
hood Education, October, 1939, p. 63. 



readiness enters into the discussion of material for 

language arts, but only that which directly refers to 

literature and grammar will be pointed out. 

30 

During the month of Ap:ril, 1939, the adventures of 

"Connie" and her friends led them to the Carribbean Sea. 

They were searching for a secret submarine base for the 

United States Government but, incidentally, it was brought 

out that they docked their boat on the north coast of the 

Isle of Pines where the story of Stevenson's Treasure 

Island was laid. Parts of that classic were commented 

upon. l A., teacher could use the comic strip for a start 

in the stu~y ~~ the novel, or related works of Stevenson. 

During the voyage, reference was also made to the lost 

continent of "Atlantis" which could easily lead to an 

interesting lesson in geological history. At one ti rne in 

the story of ''Little Orphan Annie, ,r Melvin, a boy who 

liked to be different, told Annie that the works of 

Dickens were old-fashioned. Annie vigorously denied his 

allegations and proceeded to defend her point of view.2 

As this is one of the oldest comic strips and continues in 

popularity, these references reached thousands of people. 

li,ail.y Times Herald (Dallas), April 30, 1939 • 

2J;b1Q...;.•, February 2?, 1939. 
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Literature of high school, intermediate, and primary levels 

is present for the discerning person. In one Sunday comic 

section, Mickey Mouse wanted to "shov1 off" his twin nephews 

and taught them Anthony's noration. n When time came for 

them to say it in unison fro~ the neighborhood stage, they 

became frightened and could not remember a word. Mickey 

was thoroughly disgusted when he returned home to find 

them in the back yard delivering the speech perfectly 

:from a soap box stage to an audience of youngsters .l 

The essentials of letter writing are often used 

by the authors and artists to help to further their stories. 
1rhe complete information necessary to be placed upon an 

envelope, even the oancella ti ons, were explained in ttDi ck 

Tracy'' while the hero was trying to locate uwhip Chute, u 

a gangster, by using an old envelope found where the 

gangster had lived.2 In a humorous vein and showing the 

complete ignorance of nLi '1 Abner'' was the series of 

pictures that told of his getting a letter addressed to 

him with a return address on the envelope of a woman in 

Scotland. He knew of no one in Scotland and neither did 

his parents, so they decided that he had no ~ight to open 

libid., April lo, 1939. 

2Dispa tch-Journal (Dallas), May 9, 1939 • 
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the letter •1 A lesson in emphasis in oral reading was 

taught in the strip of t•Mutt and Jefftr when Jeff got 

Mutt to ask, "What am I doing?'' over four times em:phae 

sizing a different word each time. At:'ter having done 

that and still not understanding, J"eff told Mutt that 

he was only making a fool of himselt.2 

As an example of the intermediate level of learn

ing , Cap, in the comic strip of nTippi e, n was required to 

write a poem for his English lesson. Grandma refused to 

write it for him and to help h im except to say that he 

should not write about ·.1things with which he was not famil

iar such as love and marriage. Cap, a boy of about ten 

years, took her advice and wrote his poem, calling it 

"My Pe ts. n Grandrr.ia refused to let him use it. Al though 

he did not understand why it was not poetry, he became 

philosophical and remarked that it surely was funny how 

women and girls hated turtles and frogs. 3 On the elemen-

tary level of language arts and in a humorous vein, was 

ti1e story of nBlondieff while Baby Dumpling was learning 

to tall{. A group of' children were playing in the yard 

lRoc~ Mountain News (Denver), ,May 14, 1939. 

2Daily Times Herald (Dallas), April 22, 1939. 

3rbid., May 13, 1939. 



and Baby Dumpling was having trouble in understanding 

some of the boys. He had Alvin open his mouth for 

··, 

inspection, and then had the MeXi can boy do the same. 

But there was no special difference as far as he could 

tell, and he was distinctly puzzled as to why he could 

not understand the words that came out of the Mexican 

boy's mouth. 1 rf'his incident mi ght be used to motivate 

a study of Spanish in the grades. 
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Improbable fictitious situations may teach factual 

knowledge of ianguage art·s content. In the comic strip 

of "Myra = Nor.th," the party was exploring the 11 ttle 

known parts· 'Of Arizona and Utah when · all were captured 

by a strange ·tribe of natives, who claimed to be a lost 

tribe of ano1ent Toltec Indians. · Dr. Wu, one of the 
,, ·; 

exploring party, had done research work in prehistoric 

languages and when he recoe;nized several modern Sioux 

Indian words, he knew that it was an artificial si tua+i L ·· 

tion. The Sioux . tribal language is of modern derivation 

according to informed linguists.2 Another interesting 

conjecture concerning the art of communication appeared 

in the comic strip of "Connie. u The deafmute ntalkst' 

lrbid., April 29, 1939. 

2Rocky Mountain News (Denver), April 23, ,1939. 
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to others by making motions with his hands and fingers 

which are interpreted by the eye while normal people 

speak aloud and sound is the medium of communication. 

In the story, the inter-planetary ship had carried Connie 

and the sc~entific party to Rhea, one of the moons of 

Saturn. There they found a silent race of people yet they 

seemed to communicate with each other. It took the pro

fessor and Connie only a short time to decide that the 

messages to one another were being conveyed by the light 

from a small instrument which each possessed. These 

inventions would emit any color conceivable at the wish 

of the user, and the "listener" woUld reply with his 

lamp and cause wonderful color comhinations to appear. 

The language was composed of colors instead of words to 

which the explorers had been accustomed on the earth.l 

Social studies 

Al though the connotations of· "social studies" are 

indefinite and uncertain, one may affirm ·~v i th a reasonable 

de gree of accuracy, that all activities pertaining to 

social relation ships in human society may constitute social 

studies. A clearer understanding of the present world 

situation results from a s tudy of what has happened in the 

lDailX Times Herald (Dallas), May 20, 1939. 
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past, thus history would be one division of social studies. 

In a like manner, the study of' law, safety, and geography 

in all of its phases, would lead to a better understand

ing of the social and economic conditions of today. 

"We like to s ee our ideas in action. Hence the 

movies, and hence the comic strip.nl History with its 

action and actors taking their places in the past lends 

itself readily to the series of pictures in a comic 

strip. Prehistoric re f erences a re common in several 

strips. 'tAlley Oopn has for its main characters two 

people from the cretaceous age of over rifty million 

years ago. It seems that Dr. Worunug and his assistant, 

wnile working on a time revision invention, decided to 

try it aux and it worked, bringing to his laboratory in 

New York State a man and a woman of prehistoric times. 

Oola, the woman, liked it in the twentieth century as 

she saw her first mirrors a n d modern dresses. Alley 

Oop, the man, soon tire d of the ice cream and cake and 

wanted to go back to ttDinny," his pet dinosaur. Dr. 

Wonmug decided to return wi th_;_ him. Back in the centu

ries of time, t hey find Foozy, an old rriend of Alley 

lsarah D. Lo'wrie, "The Comic strips," Foru."ll, 
April, 1928, p. 528. 
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Oop's, in a very crude hollow-log canoe, battling with 

a plesiosaurus which is overcome when Foozy rams an oar 

down its throat. 1 "Tail Spin Tommy" once told the story 

of the forced landing of an airliner in a canyon some

where on the route from Denver, Colorado, to Fl~gstaff, 

Arizona. The canyon contained strange vegetation which 

the college professor, a pas~enger, recognized as pre

historic in nature. He told the others that he believed ,, 

that it was a valley that time had forgotten, and his 

surmise was born out the next morning when an exploring 

party found the fresh footprint of a ceratosaurus.2 

About six months later, April, 1939, these same prin

cipal characters had another adventure during which the 

party was terrorized by a· dinosaur, a living specimen 

of· an ancient age. In the same "9'1ein of thought, but 

on a more feasible plane, was "Little Orphan Annie" 

when Daddy Warbucks made his enemies believe that he 

was a scient~st looking for dinosaur eggs. 3 

One example of references to ancient history 

occurred in the story of "X-9. n During salvage opera

tions from a boat, some modern pirates decided to take 

lRocky Mountain News (Denver), iv.Tay 11:h , 1939. 

2Dallas Mornins News, October 16, 1938. 

3nai1y Times Herald, (Dallas), May?, 1939. 
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the treasure that had been brought up from a sunken vessel. 

X-9 and his companions were unarmed but they swung the 

diving bell, hanging from its crane, in an arc and knocked 

down the ruf'fians. Secret Agent X-9 ,then explained that 

the dolphin as a war weapon was used by the Romans.l 

Sir Walter Raleigh's name often enters the comic strips. 

Comic books may be found that contain episodes of his 

life. 2 Frequently one finds references to Abraham 

Lincoln which call attention to his life or his teach-

ings. Once as Joe Palooka walked by Lincoln's statue, 

he heard two agitators speaking from soap boxes. After 

listening long enough to be sure that he had heard them 

correctly., Joe decided that they needed a lesson in democ

racy and, before their erstwhile audience, he made them 

read alond the inscription on the base of the statue. It 

was Linco1p.' s ''Gett~sburg Address. n3 

.An imaginative teacher can turn to good 
account the interest in the comic page of the news
paper. "Hi ghlights of .American Historyh by J. 
Carrol Mansfield is being used in history classes. 
These may be mounted a s continuous strips, or 
used in the opaque projector. Much of this work 
:n:ay be done . by the pupil. 4 

]Ibid4'., May-<2, 1939. 

2Real Life Comics J(rNew York: Better Publications, 
Inc., 1941). 

3Dallas Morning News, February 12, 1939. 



Besides the above mentioned comic strip1 there is an 

historical strip in the ~l...J.~£.. !i.~orning 1-Jews drawn by 
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J ack Patton and· Don M civ . ia er. An examp le from the series 

of comic strips depicting the life of General Douglas 

~iacArthur is shown on page 26, figure 1. l There is a 

Texas History Movies comic book published by the 

Magnolia Petroleum Company, of; Dallas, which is an excel

lent supplementary reference for the study of Texas 

history. The little book was drawn by Jack Patton ot 

the staff of the Dallas Morning News and the historical 

data was written by Herbert Gambrell of Southern Metho

dist Uni versity. The news stands have a large variety 

of comic boolrs that have recently been published con

taining material about living persons. The highlights 

of the lives of both Glen Miller and Jimmy Dorsey, 

orchestra leaders that a r e very popular with adolescents, 

are found in the comic book of Bill Barnes-- Arnerica' s .Air 

Ace. 2 This is also an example of the practice of includ

ing true facts in sections of purely fictitious adven

tures of fictitious characters. 

lDallas Mernin~ ]\Tews, June 17, 1942. 

2Bill Ba.rnes--America' s ·.&!: Ace rNew York: 
Smith and Smith Publishing Company, July, 1942), I, No. 7. 
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The purpose of legal deeds for property was 

explained in the comic strip of "Conn ie" when the story 

of the reading of the will of an old explorer revealed 

that a sloop had been deeded to Connie.l Very often 

laws are the subjects of stories., Mona Rook, in: the 

comic strip of "Dan Dunn," wanted a passport to go 

abroad. It took several daily strips to give the pro

cedure that she had to follow to prove that she was an 

.American citizen, to secure her birth certificate, to 

be fingerprinted, and to have her pie ture made for the 

passport. Sev~ral of the other questions necessary to 

complete the vital information needed to procure such 

a pa) er were also answered, and the protection that a 

passport renders its owner was pointed out.2 

Many of the comic strip authors and artists 

have, at dif.fer·ent times, joined in the safety crusades. 

Careless dri yers are often shown reaping their just 

p .1.nishments. An example of this was gi ve11 in "Gasoline 

Alley.'' Jessica had no driver's license for she did not 

know how to control the car properly, much less, know the 

highway driving, rules. But she thought that she did and 

lDaily Times Herald (Dallas), April 16, 1959. 

2Dallas Morning News, September 18, 1938. 
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slipped out with the car Which belonged to Gooch and 

Skeezix. Before they caught up with her, she had 

broken almost every law, incl u.d ing parking beside a 

firs hydrant. The boys paid the fine because the car 

was registered in their names as joint owners .1 No 

comic strip ever permits the culprit to go unpunished 

and the child, or reader, always sees the hero rewarde d 

and the villain punished. 

Mickey Finn has the role of a policeman and 

often his adventures are for the purpose of showing ch11;1• 

dren that the officers are their friends. Thus, in the 

strip of "Mickey Finn," the hero and Tom, another police

man, picked up three side-walk urchins who were very 

soared until they were told that they were on their 

way to a show where they mi ght put on their song and 

dance act in the amateur program if they would like to 

try for the prize. 2 The necessity for having a ticket 

when traveling has been pointed out by various strips 

for all modes of travel--trains, buses, aeroplanes, and 

boats. Mutt learned that conductors on trains demand 

tickets when he and Jeff started to Florida one spring.3 

lnafly Times Herald (Dallas), March 24, 1939. 

2Dallas Morning News, December 11, 1938. 

3naily Tira.es Herald (Dallas) , May 9, 1939. 
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Recreation and sports come under the head of 

social studies because~ majority of the activitj in 

both of them depends upon team work and cooperation. 

Baseball is al ways pol)ular and the comic strip of "'Ned 

Brandt" o:ften portrays rules of the game. .At one time 

the coach of Carter College made the umpire of the ball

game return the runners to first and third bases because 

a spectator, desiring scores for his side, threw the 

ball out of the park.l Football also occupies a large 

space in the "funnies" during the fall of the year. 

That football players need plenty of sleep was told in 

two stories at the same time, namely, "Ned Brandt" and 

"Freckles. n2 The strip of "Ned Brandt'' also emphasized 

the Jroper diet needed for good health when the coach 

refused to let Bludgeon :play because he insisted upon 

eating all the pie and ice cream that he wanted. 3 The 

interesting fact of' ambidexterity has been used by sev

eral of the comic strips, but one example is in "Ned 

Brandt." Wold, an Indian, wanted to attend Carter 

2Ibid., October 3, 1938. See also Disuatch
Journal (Dallas), October 3, 1938. 

3Ibid., 1v1arch 9, 1939. 
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College and had to work his way. The coach and base-

ball trainer tried him out a nd learned that he could 

:pitch equally well with the ri ght or lef"t hand.l 

Geography and its related topics of weather and 

climate fall into the category of the social studies. 

All parts of the world are used as settings for stories, 

but the leading actors a re American citizens, or are 

sympathetic toward America and what she stands for. 

The greater percentage of the action takes place within 

the United States. While rlying over Arizona, Dr. Wu's 

rocket ship was surrounded by United States army planes 

which dipped their wings in salute and signaled for him 

to la.nd. He did so and wa ~, give n orders to proceed to 

Cuba to aid a sick scientist. This. was in the strip of· 

n1v1y-ra North. ,,2 After calling the weather bureau in 

Washington for information, X-9 was able to know where 

to find an abandoned parachute left by the murderer or 

the pilot of a wrecked aeroplane. The comic s.trip, 

.J~X~9," told how the effects of wind, velocity, gravity, 

and altitude of the plane determined where the :para

chute would come down.3 In the comic strip of "Boots 

lfbid:., May 9, 1939. 

2Rocky Mountain News (Denver) , April 30, 1939 • --
3Daily 'I1imes Herald (Dallas) , May 10, 1939. 
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and Her Buddies,'' Boots was flying a hydroplane when 

they r an into a storm. Pug reminded her that they had 

passed over a river just at ter they had flown over some 

mountains shaped like a W. They turned back to find the -
river.l 

Surface features and contours are necessary to 

the full understanding of' geography. During the months 

of February., and March, the strips are often showing the 

effects of :irains or melting snows upon the surface of 

the land: as~wel~ as up on the people that inhabit the 

region. ~./ The,, existence ot: a rainy and a dry season in 

the tropics is brought out in the comic strip of "Bos'n 

Hal," which .. had its characters exploring the head waters 

of the .Amazon River when the floods came. 2 

Another effect or the weather upon people was 

shown in °Bullet Benton" when heavy rains back un in 

the mountains made a torrent of a small stream near the 

camp while the actors in the strip could not eyen see a 

cloud. The question of watershed, soil erosion, subsoil, 

or other related subjects could be correlated with inter

est in the comic strip.3 Tidal waves and ~urricanes were 

lDispatch-Journal (Dallas), April 18, 1939. 

2Ibid., March 12, 1941. 

3Daily Times Herald (Dallas), March 17, 1939. 
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explained as to cause and effects in °Don Winslow." This 

strip at the same time developed the fact that the longi

tude and latitude of Don's ship could be determined with 

a high degree of accuracy. Don's destination and the 

probable path of the hurricane were known and the computa

tions of those on land placed the ship directly in the 

path of the storm.I _The making and throwing of snow

balls were usGd as the themes of two different comic 

strips, "Apple Mary" and nJ"oe Jinks,'' on the same date 
. 

in the Dallas Morning News.2 

Volcanoes and volcanic action sometimes are used 

to enliven the action of comic strips. nFlash Gordon" 

pictured wholly imaginary people living in the unexplored 

polar regions and heating their ice caves with volcanic 

steam from vents in the floors. •:Chis could lead to a 

study of the heating systems of s ections of Icel e.nd and 

Greenland where hot water from hot springs is used ror 

heating and for taking baths. 3 Chief Wahoo and Steve 

escaped from the prison on top of a high promontory as 

the result of an earthquake and volcanic eruption which 

.·. lDallas Mornine; News, January 8, 1939 and 
February 12, 1939. · 

2Ibid., January 15~ 1939. 

- --f ... '1 .. \ ""': .... . ' 

3ijaily 'ri,es Herald (Dallas), I\-:Iay 21, 1939. 
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prevented the guards from pursuing them.l 

Since adventure stories are popular with a large 

portion of the public, excursions and explorations into 

foreign countries, especially the tropfcs, are ·frequently 

used in the comic strips. Daddy Warbucks in the comic 

strip of "Little Orphan Annie" is usually depicted as 

being attacked by enemies in foreign countries. Tim 

Tyler and his friends in "Tim Tyler's Luck 11 are often 

with an exploring expedition in the tropics. Jungle 

Jim in the strip of the s nme name along with his faithful 

aides alternates between the East Indies, West Indies, 

and Central America.2 The dress and customs of the 

tribes of people that live in the tropical countries are 

described as well a s some of the lesser known animals of 

the jungles • 3 

Mathematics 

For the most oart cartoons in the school 
have been applied to situations dealing wi~h poli
tics, social conditions, his t ory or economics, 
chiefly because those examples have been the most 
available. But we can apply this technique in 

-------------------- ----- ------- - •- -
lDallas Morning News, J"une 19, 1942. 

2naily Times Herald (Dallas), April 23, 1939. 

3nallas Morning r-rews, November 12, 1938. 
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oth.~r direc~ions as well. For example the wor,ld 
of wal ter D1sn~y and th~ Silly Sympho~y suggest 
appealing applications in the natural sciences 
music, story telling and reaciing, and many oth~rs.l 

Thus do Hoban and his fellow authors point out how the 

versatility of the artist 1Ni th his cartoon ana comic 

strip may aid in visual education. A careful study of 

the subject content of the comics over a short :period of 

time would reveal that over fifty per cent of the factual 

knowledge present is from the fields of biological and 

physical science. Very little mathematics, as such, 

appears in the comics. It is usually a part of the 

development of some other academic fact when present. 

In February and. :March, a few weeks before the deadline 

for the paying of income taxes, several comic strips 

use public interest to determine the tribulations or 
their actors. The cartoonist pictures the man 6f the 

house deep in the intricacies of the mathematical pro

cedures necessary to the completion of the income tax 

return. In the comic strip of 11Napoleon, rr Uncle Elby 

got so nervous that the dog went for the nerve specialist. 2 

'/!eights and measures were used in "Donald Duck 11 and nDon 

;'fin slow. " In the first named ttfunny,,. Donald Duck was 

1Hobatl. et al. , .212. • .£.!.l· , page 222 • 

2nallas Morning News, February 12, 1939. 



determined not to be cheated in the weight of the 

dressed chicken that he was buying so he maninulated 
' L 

the seal es himself. When he examined the nurchase in 
;;; 

his kitchen, he found that the chicken contained a 
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1 
pound of buckshot. How large scales that weigh heavy 

vehicles work was shown in t•Don WinslowT! when a navy 

truck, sui)posedly empty, was driven upon the scales and 

found to be extra heavy. Other pictures in the strip 

proved that guns were being smuggled out of the ord

nance depot. 2 Bill and Grandpa, in the comic strip of 

"Apple Mary,'' decided to help Dennie get his arithmetic 

lesson. It · took until a:fter midnight and they were very 

exasperated when Denny told them that they had worh: ed 

the wrong page.3 High school or Junior College mathema

tics was necessary to solve the problem depicted in the 

comic strip of' "Jane Arden" which is reproduced on 

page 26 in figu;e 5. 4 

lnispatch-Journal (Dallas), .April 12, 1939. 

2fb1d., April 28, 1939. 

3Dallas Mornig_s News, September 25, 1938. 

4Ibid., July 14, 1942. 
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Nature Study 

Scenes of adventures and topics o f discussions 

are very often reflective of the seasons. In the field 

of nature study, both plant and animal habits are used 

as subject matter. 1'agwood gave Baby Dwupling , who wanted 

to help garden, a corner of the plot of ground to culti

vate for his own. He began to dig and soon found a worm, 

and as a result decided that the ground was not suited for 

a garden as it had worms in it. 1 The season of spring 

was indicated in nNapoleon" when Uncle Elby said that he 

knew spring had arrived because the aphids were eating 

his roses and he would ha ve to spray the bushes. 2 In 

the comic ~strip of "Peter Rabbit 1 t i Mother Rabbit decided 

t o hang out the winter clothes for an airing . Wnen the 

lid of the tr\inlc was raised, hundreds or moths flew out 

and t he c·lothes we r e found to be fil :L ed with holes. 3 

The economic importance of moths could easily. form an 

interesting unit of sctiool work. Insects could be 

studied as a result of the comic strip of "Jitter" 

lDaily Times Herald {Dallas), May 13, 1939. 

2nallas Morning News, April 2, 1939. 

3Ibid., October 2, 1938. 
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following the outing of the family one Sunday afternoon. 

Jitter accidently turned the coffee pot over and scalded 

the goat and the goat butted the tree and disturbed the 

hornet's nest. 1 Donald Duck in the 6omic strip of the 

same name told his two nephews never to disturb nature's 

worlanen, but to watch them and learn things. He then 

went to sleep. The n~I_>.-1:;l~:Vf.~f; sat quietly and watched a 

giant spider spin a web and completely cover Donald, 

who had forgot to tell them that circumstances may 

alter all cases.2 What black walnuts look like and how 

they grow and are gathered was told in the comic strip 

of "Cap Stubbs and Tippie. tt The only trouble was that 

Grandma made Cap divide them with the girls next door 

when they had not helped to gather them.3 In the comic 

strip of "Wahoo," one learns that turtles lay eggs. It 

seemed that eggs for Easter were needed and Wahoo bought 

some to decorate. He lert the sack upon the steam radia

tor and the heat hatched them. ·rhe next morning small 

turtles were scattered all over the place. 4 ~.nother 

libid., April 21, 1939. 

2Dispatch-Journal {Dallas), April 21, 1939. 

3naily Times Herald (Dallas), October 5, 1938. 

4Dallas Mornin~ News, April 2, 1939 • 
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story about egg~ was given in the comic strip of "Mickey 

!:~ouse." In the spring his neighbor's chickens were in 

Mickey's garden. He had a brigllt idea and went to town 

and bought a dozen eggs. After dark he hid the eggs in 

an improvised nest under a bush in his yard. The next 

day he made certain that his neighbor a.aw him Hfind" the 

nest full of eggs. Needless to say, the chickens were 

carefully penned thereafter.l 

Biology 

About twenty per cent of all of' the comic :pictures 

that were examin~d contained biological information in 

some form. The following animals W@~e ment~~lled during 

a period of six months: dogs, cats, hornets, biliood

hounds, fish, ducks, bees, rhinoceroses, goats, mice, 

bats, ostriches, r~bbit~, parrots, frogs, chickens, 

geese, cows, deer, and ci ve·t-ca ts. Giraffes and. 6~ap:1's r:.: 

are examples of unusual animals that are drawn in scenes 

when the actors are in the riative countries of these 

animals. Those who love fishing would enjoy the story 

of' "Pete, the Tramp. 0 lit one time there was a :prize of 

twenty-five dollars offered to the one who caught the _____________________ _.... ________ -
1naily Times Herald (Dallas), May 14, 193~ 
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biggest fish. To make certain of win ning, Pete went to 

the aquarium and stole the largest fish there. His 

"catch" did prove to be the largest one, but it was a 

fresh water fish and the prize was for a salt water 

fish. 1 Donald Duck caught a large fish and took it home 

to mount. While he was hunting the things necessary for 

the ta.xidermis-t; the house cat ate most • of' the fish. Not 

to be outdone, ·· Donald Duck mounte d the cat. 2 In the 

comic strip or ''Red Ryder," Little Beaver, an Indian boy, 

tried to , take a fish away . from a bear cub. The mother 

bear was near and Little Beaver had to climb a tree to 

safety. 3 X"'."9 arid ,: Moosier, in the comic strip of nx-9 ~;" 

had fallen, overboard . a.nd were battling man-ea:tm:gg sharks 

when the water became a black smoky color. X-9 then knew 

that an octopus;·· or giant squid, was near for he recog

nized the characteri~tic color of sepia which is secreted 

by a squid for 1 ts protection. 4 Another time, i:n the 

same comic strip, the profes s or and owner of a boat 

anchored bff shore was supposed to have been collecting 

deep sea fish for an aquarium. When he was not looking, 

1Ibid., April 9, 1939. 

2Dispatch-Journal (Dallas), May 22, 1939. 

3 Ibid • , 1iay 6 , l 9 3 9 • 

4Daily Times Herald {Dallas) , March 22, 1939 • 
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X-9 unscrewed the bolts and opened a case ~o that he could 

remove a fish. It did not burst as all deep-sea fish will 

under ordinary air pressure an d X-9 knew that the urofessor 
,._ 

was not telling the truth.l 

Cats ano. dogs, both common playmates of boys and 

girls, occupy a large number of the installments in the 

stories. In the comic strip of np1uto,tt the dog returned 

to his dog-house to find that the cat had decided that 

1 t was an ideal place in which to raise her family. Pluto 

carried a kitten ~ack each time that the mother brought 

one over. The manner of carrying the young was .clearly 

brought out. 2 Skeezix, in the comic strip of "Gasoline 

Alley, u was given the chore ot· looking after Judy. It 

soon became boring and Skeezix got his dog and harnessed 

it to Judy's sled. The dog saw a cat and the race was 

on. The boys found Judy beside a fence through which 

the dog had gone after the cat.3 Little Gerald, a nephew 

of Uncle Elby, wa s a spoiled child in the comic strip of 

Hlltapoleon. 11 Uncle Elby- told the dog to take care of the 

youngster and Napoleon obeyed. Wben the boy was riding 

----------- - -------------------
libid., March 30, 1939· 

2rbid., April 23, 1939. 

3Houstoh Post, February 5, 1939. 
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on the dog's back, Napoleon dumped him in to the :pond .1 

Small children enjoy the strip better when their favor

ite pets are given the po7,:er of speech. Daisy, in the 

comic strip of' ''Blondie, u ran o t'f one dayr1alid when s he 

returned, Blondie demanded in no uncertain terms j ust 

where she had been and what she meant by "leaving home 

like that." Dagwood remarked that he wished he could 

get by without saying a word·\ 2 Donald Duck in the comic 

strip by the same name became · tired of watching the cat 

tease the gold fish and put the bowl in the bottom Of 

the cage of a large bird. He was very sorry later 

because the bird was a kin'gf'isher.3 In the strip o:f 

"Cicero's Cat, n the hero chased a bee which lighted 

upon the stick that propped the basement window open. 

In striking at the bee, he knocked the stick down, and 

the falli ng window scared him so that he went back and 

sat down. The bee continued to fly around the room. 4 

This incident could be used to start a discussion of the 

adroitness of' insects in escaping certain t ypes of' danger. 

lDallas Morning News, Septembe r 25, 193,3. 

2Dail~ Times Herald {Dallas) , October 5, 1938. 

3n1 s·pa tch-Journal (Dallas ) April 14, 1939. 

4nenver Post, May 28, 1939. 
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The loyalty of a boy to his dog was shown in "All in a 

Life Time," when the boy tried to keep his dog in the 

house , because 1 t was raining and cold outside. It made 

no difference to him t hat the dog was reeking with the 

odor of a medicine that had been applied to cure the 

mange.l · 

A:t'rica and its native animals were denicted in 
"' 

the · comic strip of "Tim Tyler's Luck" during t he spring 

of 1939. Three boys who belonged to the army were given 

an assignment which led them on horseback through the 

jungles _to see wha t had become ot· an exploring party. 

Giraffes, zebras, rhinoceroses, lions, and rare okapts 3 

were s hown in the strip and used as subject matter in 

the "balloons,« or speeches of the characters. 2 

Homing pigeons and their interesting habits were 

used by two strips during a period of rour months to 

help carry on ad ven·ture stories. rri ''Tail Spin Tommy, '1 

Maurie took his two homing p:tgeons with him when he had 

to abandon the wrecked aeroplane and take to his rubber 

life raft. 3 Curley Harper, i n the comic strip of the same 

lDaily 1~fiimes Heral_£ (Dallas ) , Octooer 3, 1938. 

2Hous ton Post, February 5, 1939. 

3Dallas Marni~~ I-Tews, October 30, 1938. 
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name, while investigating sabotage, released carrier 

pigeons with messages for the governmental authorities 

when he wished to communicate with them. Re was watched 

so that any other means of communication was impossible.l 

There are ptgeon tanniera who are making a success or 

their hobbies and a teacher could encourage boys and 

girls to develop hobbies that would be interesting as 

well as profitable. The used of pigeons during war 

times would of'f'er an interesting project. 

Physiology and Heal th 

Only a few of the numerous illustrations of 

subject of physiology and hygiene will be offered. 

sciousness and how it may be caused was used in the 

of "Mickey Finn u when Uncle Phil had to have a tooth 
., 

the 

Uncon-

strip 

pulled. He rerused to take an anaesthetic or to get into 

the chair so Mickey knocked him 11out" and the dentist 

removed the tooth. 2 Another ca.use was illustrated in 

''Dick Tracyfl when Johnny fell and hit his head on the 

hard floor.3 Unconsciousness as the result of cata-

1~.It.tic coma was part of the story of nBos•n Hal" when 

lHoustori Post, February 5, 1939. 

2Dallas Morning News, December 4, 1938. 

3I)ispa tch-Journal (Dallas), April 19, 1939. 
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Dr. Cobb prevented the natives of a Central American coun-

try from buryin:g a boy who was supposedly dead. Dr. Cobb 

believed that the boy was only in a coma. His test was 

to hold a lighted match near the boy's eyelids and the 

nervous reaction confirmed his diagnosis .1 In the strip 

ot "X-9'' the professor said that Joanna was in a cata

leptic coma but' Moosier suddenly opened the port hole 

cover and the bright unexpected sunlight upon her face 

made Joanna. blink which proved that her illness was a 

hoax. 2 Exactly what drug was used was never specified, 

but sleeping potions were used in "Little Orphan Annie, u3 

"Bos' n Hal, n 4 · and !!Ben Webster. "5 The good and bad ef'f ec ts 

of such a practice could be taught as well as a study of 

drugs, narcotics, and stimulants. Chloroform as an anaes

thetic was used by Dr. T·hor when he caught the "Duchess" 

and grabbed a bottle of the liquid to use in putting her 

to sleep. This was in the comic strip ot: "Don Winslow. n6 

lDallas Morning News, October 16, 1938. 

2nailz Times Herald (Dallas), March 29, 1939. 

3rbid. , October 1, 1938. 

4Dallas Morning News, December 4, 1938. 

5Ibid. , March 19, l 939. 

6rbid., March 12, 1.939. 
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On another date and in the same comic strip, two sailors 

flagged the lim:fi.ted passenger train to warn an army cap

tain that an attempt was to be made upon his life, only 

to find the captain apparently asleep. The odor of 

chloroform was strong in the compartment and a doctor 

said that the captain had been put to sleep by the nar

cotic.1 The stimulating effect of ammonia was brought 

out in the strip when a fainting woman was quickly revived 

by its use. 2 

Blood transfusions, blood r'banks, n and types of 

of blood have been explained for the lay mind by the 

comic strips. Mickey, a gangster, gave his father a 

blood transfusion when he learned that it was needed 

although his appearance at the hospital meant capture . 

.Mickey knew that he and his father had the same type 

of blood. This occurred in the comic strip of "Dick 

Tracy. "3 .Again, in the comic stri~ of n1treckles and 

His Friends, 1t Freckles rescued his rival in a love 

aft'air from a wrecked car and took him to a hospital. 

to learn that he needed blood described as type three 

lrbid., March 12, 1939. 

2Ibid. , March 5, 1939. 

3n1 spa tch-Journal (Dallas) , Apri 1 6, 1939 . 
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at once. After a test, Freckles donated some of his 

blood as Lt proved to be of the desired type .1 

Fainting with its temporary unconsciousness has 

been used by almost every strip at some time. When the 

hydroplane piloted by Boots was safely landed upon the 

lake during a Florida hurricane, Boots promptly fainted. 

Handy, who did not know how to fly a plane, asked, «Now 

what shall we do?" Pug, never at a loss, replied, "If' 

you need water, just open a window."2 In the comic strip 

of "Ella Cinders," Blaokie wanted two bar.rels to use in 

building a little wagon. Ella, who was eavesdropping, 

heard Mr. Briggs tell his wife that he had given Blackie 

both barrels. Ella thought that he had reference to a 

shotgun and fainted,3 

The er:rect of the mind and emotions upon the 

body has occurred often in the comic strips. The steady 

drip of the leak in the lavatory prevented Uncle Elby 

from sleeping. In exasperation he gave the faucet a 

savage twist and broke it o:ff. 'I1he pl umber came and made 

repairs, but when things were quiet again another leak 

------,----------------...-----···-
lRocky Mountain News (Denver}, April 16, 1939. 

2Disuatch-Journal (Dallas), April 19, 1939. 

3Dallas Morning News, April 16, 1939. 
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could be heard. This was part of the story of 

"Napoleon. nl In the comic strip of •• Apple Mary, n 

Dennie heard a man say over the radio that one should 

never tell a person that he, or she, does not look well 

as it would tend to make them r eall y feel ill. He tried 

it out on Bill, who decided that he really was feeling 

bad and began to imagine all kinds of aches and pains. 

He accidentally sat down on Mary's pin cushion and his 

anger caused a quick ·recovery from his illness. 2 Alley 

Oop, in the comic strip of the same name, had never slept 

in a bed before and was so comfortable that he could not 

go to sleep on a pillow and between sheets. At last he 

decided to get down on the floor and cover up with the 

bear skin rug in a manner to which he v?as accustomed. 3 

Drowning, with its treatment and prevention, 

is sometimes used to further the action of t he strips. 

The story of ttFlash Gordon" which is continued from 

Sunday to Sunday in the Dallas Morning News~ pictured 

the main characters. as being washed over a giant water

fall and trying to survive by clinging to a tree top as 

they fell. Dale and Zarkov thought that Flash had 

lrbid., October 23, 1938. 

2Ibid., January 8, 1939. 

~:}rocky 1[cfuntatn News. ('D~enver), May 21, 1939. 
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drowned with Desira as he tried to save her from the 

whirlpool. 1 Nir. Funk, a potential saboteur, tried to 

drown X-9 and his partner in the basement of an old mill. 2 

Heal th-insuring habits are often mentioned in the 

comic strips. In the story of "Ned Brandt, ~ Ned and. 

Jake , large :fat men, took steam baths in order to reduce 

their weight. Ned wanted to play football and Jake wanted 

to be able to eat all that he desired without his con

science hurting him.3 While looking :for his small son, 

Chan, in the comic strip of "Charlie Chan, n found rinds 

under the mango tree and saw that the rruit was green. 

He then knew to look for his son in or near his room as 

he would be sick from eating the greeti. :rruit. 4 In the 

comic strip of "Jungle Jim, rt Lil and Judi th knocked the 

high heels o:r:r their slippers so that they could travel 

faster and keep up with Jim and Kolu as they fled from 

the head-hunters of Colombia. 5 

lDaily Times Herald (Dallas), July 12, 1942. 

2Ib1d., September 30, 1938. 

3Ibid. , May 6 , 1939. 

4Dallas Mornins News, October 2, 1938. 

5Daily Times Herald (Dallas) , April 16, 19 39. 
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Chemistry 

Very few of the sy1nbols of cherni stry are ever 

explained. Seldom is chemic e:l analysis completely 

clarified. The processes are discussed and their results 

are used to :rurther the stories. An excellent example of 

the use of technical terms was i:zi ven in 11You Can Be the 

Judge" when it was explained that muriatic acid poured_ 

into a well, united with the limestone rocks and formed 

hydrogen and carbon dioxide gases.l In the comic strip 

of "Myra North," while the party was stranded in the 

Indian country of the Painted Desert, Dr. Wu had to prove 

himself equal. to the "medicine man" of the tribe. Failure 

to do so would result in torture for the .Americans. Dr. 

Wu, a scientist had recognized the ore in their cave-

pri son as a form of azurite, and, in the test of wits, 

he tossed a handful of the dust upon a rire. The flames 

imr;.,edia tely be came beautifully colored. 

Finger prints, the results of deposits of the 

salts of perspiration, are no mystery to anyone except 

the unfortunate victim in the comic strips. Dick Tracy, 

in the comic strip of the same name, found s01rte excellent 

libid., August 15, 1942. 

2nenver Post, April 9, 1939. 
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fingerprints upon a glass. He handled it very care:rully 

wl th a large hand}cerchlef to prevent the addition of' his 

own prints to blur the originals .l Charlie Chan, in the 

oomic strip of the same name, solved a nys tery by learning 

the owner or some finger prints on a bottle that had 

contained poison.2 

1rhe highly ~nteresting .theory that high frequency 

vibrations will de~t_roy matter and separate atoms was 

used as an established fact in the comic strip of "Connie." 

The actors in the strip dellion~trated the process by sepa--~- ' . ,., . 

rating the component parts of water to get some oxygen to 

store for f'uture use ___ on interplanetary jou.nneys. One of 

the inhabitants of J,11pi ter ~ade the remark that the high 

frequency beam reduc __ ed a human body to a small pile of 

ashes, the minerals in the . body, and that the anima1 
' ,, ~· 

matter turned into gases.3 The word carbonizing was used 

in describing what · was wrong with the motors on the sp~ce -

ship in which Connie and her friends were returning to 

the earth. 4 In the comic strip of ''Don Winslow, n a 

1Dispatch-Journal (Dallas), May 2, 1939. 

2Da.J.las Morning News , February 5, 1939. 

3naily Times.' Herald (Dallas), April 3, 1939. 

4Ibid., April 24, 1939. 
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poison gas was used by Dr. 'l1hor to prevent the capture 

of his ship. By the tin:e the coastguard had secured gas 

masks, the des true ti ve gas had consumed the secret papers 

in the saf'e--all that was lef't was ashes. No name was 

given for the gas .1 In the comic strip of ''Hern and ).my," 

Barbara went to a party and ate too much. When she came 

home she demanded of her mother, as she had heard her 

father do, some rbicarbona te of soda to relieve her suf'fer

ing. 2 

The proper.ties of paint, as well as some human 

nature, helped two stories to be interesting. In the 

comic strip of "Snorky," the main character of which is 

a tramp, the park benches had been given their spring 

coat of fresh paint. Snorky wanted a na:p so he secured 

some paint remover and cleaned one bench to sleep upon. 3 

In the comic strip of "Nancy ,tf there was a wet paint sign 

on a lamp post. Maney figured out how she could make 

some money and set up her place of business near by, 

charging one penny each "for the privilege of washing 

the paint :from fingers. 4 In the comic strip of "Connie, n 

lDallas Morning News, April 16, 1939. 

2naily Times Herald (Dallas), September 16, l 938. 

3rbid., April 23, 1939. 

4Rockz Mountain News (Denver), May 14, 1939. 
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the exact amounts were not given, but the story told that 

glass was made of melted sand, lime, and sodium sulphate .1 

Charlie Chan, in the strip by the same name accused Gina of 

murder. He told her that she had given Claire Lamont a 

dring from a thermos bottle containing cyanide of potas

sium.. He identified the poison by its almond-like odor. 2 

From August to October of one year, the comic 

strip of "Dick Tracy" was :following the un-American ac ti v

i ties of a group of men who were buying train loads of 

syrup from the cane mills in t he south and shipping them 

to their plant in an eastern state. Suspicion was aroused 

when the company did not retail the syrup to consumer5. 

Dick Tracy and his helpers :found that explosives for w1ar 

purposes were being manufactured from the molasses.3 

Since the process is possible, the chemistry teacher 

might plan and execute a very interesting unit of work. 

The value o:f iiquids as a spray to kill insects was 

demonstrated in ''Joe Jinks. tt 4 In his laboratory which 

is always completely stocked, X-9, in the comic strip of 

lnenver Post, . May 21, 1939. 

2Dallas M.orning News, Deeember 18, 1938. 

3Dis:patch-Journal (Dallas), October 3, 1938. 

4Dallas Morning Hews, September 25, 1938. 
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the same name, made a microscopiq examination Of the miss-

ing sea captain's cap. He found parts of' a seaweed that 

grows only in the Sargasso Sea and by chemical analysis 

identified the dark stains as being made of· human blood. l 

Plaster of Paris appears frequently in the comic 

strips--sometimes humorously and sometimes in a practical 

manner. In the comic strip of "Apple iviary, u during the 

time that Sunny was missing, Bill and Dennie tried to 

help Apple Mary by washing the dishes. They poured a box 

of plaster or Paris in the dish pan filled with dishes, 

thinking that 1 t was washing powders. Some thing diverted 

their attention :for several minutes and when they returned, 

the contents of the pan was in one whole cake . 2 Of' a more 

practical nature, was the use made of it once in "Dan Dunn n 

when a :plaster of Paris cast of a shoe track was made. The 

story told how a thin layer bt the _:::mixture must be allowed 

to dry before anotller layer is added., if'" a perfect speci

men is desired. The dry, or hardened, mass was easily 

lifted out of the track . 3 Models and reproductions are 

used by museums when it is impractical to use the origi

nals. A subs ti tu,te for plaster of Paris is moulage which 

lnaily Times Herald (Dallas} , !l arch 15, 1939. 

2t;0nver Post, May 1.4, 1939. 

3Dallas Morning News, December 18, 1938. 
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has a rubber base. When it is carefully sprayed o-ver a 

surface and allowed to congeal for a -rew seconds in the 

open air, it forms a perfect rubber impres ;~ ion of the 

object. This moulage was used in the comic strip of' 

"Dick Tracyt' when rubber masks were made and used by the 

villains to impersonate two men.l An improbable situation 

was shown in the comic strip ot· "Bettyn when Lester volun

teered to substitute for the French chef'. He knew nothing 

about cooking, but decided to prepare a stew. He put some 

of everything on the shelf in to the pot, including a can 

of vulcanizing flatd,2 Another improbable situation was 

shown for its possible humor in the comic strip of nThe 

Bungle Family. tt Mr. Bungle decided that he would prepare 

a new type of hair remover, put it on the market, and 

get rich quickly. He mixed ammonia, sulphur, alum, and 

citric acid in a container and shook them up. The result

ing explosion burned his hair. His hair was removed but 

not in the manner that he had expected. 3 Calcimine, or 

cold water paint, and its manner of application could 

:follow the reading of the comic strip of' "Dick Tracy.'' 

lDispatch-Journal (Dallas), May 13, 1939. 

2nailI Times Herald (Dallas), May 7, 1939. 

3Eous ton Post, February 5, 1939. 
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At one time the fugitives were sbown spraying their car 

with a coat of paint of a different color which would 

last long enough to perrni t them to escape. It came a 

downpouri'ng rain and streaked the calcimine, permitting 

the ·logical detection of their du~Jlici ty.l 

Pl;J.ysics 

Physical science, or the applications of the 

laws of hear, light, sound, mechanics, and electricity, 

form the major part of the scientific knovvledge repre

sented by the comic strips that were studied. Matter and 

1 ts characteristics often form the basis for :plots. Water 

arid its proper! tes form the source of both humor and 

adventure in the comic strips. In uout Our Way," Sonny, 

to get out of the work which his mother had told him to 

do, thought up the bright idea of using the force or the 

water from the garden hose to dig a hole for the plant

ing of a shrub. When his mother realized what he was 

doing, she sent him for the spade.2 That water exerts 

:pressure was shown in "Tim •Tyler's Luck" when a sub-

marine tried to crash dive and a broken plate leaked 

so that it had to return to the · surface immedia t ely. 3 

, 
lDenver 'Post, March 12, 1939. 

2Dispa tch-Journal (Dallas), !Lay 6, 1939. 

3Hous ton Post, J"une 29, 1941. 
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The principle of the diving bell and of di vint2: suits 
;,., 

was used in "X-9"1 and °Connie. u2 The comic strips 

clearly indicated that oxygen was needed and c arbon 

dioxide must be removed, and that equal pressure had to 

be maintained on the ins 1 de of both the diving bGll ar.i.6. 

the diving suit, if the latter was for deep sea diving. 

The properties of' ice were i mplemented in several 

of the comic sections studied. Donald Duck, in the comic 

strip of the same name, could not get the ioe trays out 

of the frigidaire. He became exasperated and got the 

blow torch. The trays came easily but they did not con

tain ice. 3 That ice will :first freeze on the top and 

from the eages toward the center was used in the strip 

of "Flash Gordon." The villain tried to trap Flash 

and Dale who were swimming in the private pool by turning 

on the refrigerating machinery which had been installed 

to convert the swimmlng pool into a s k a ting rink. 4 In 

the coniio strip of "Ella Cinders," Blackie was late to 

school one mornigg and the principal came for him. 

lnailz Times Herald (Dallas}, April 26, 1939. 

2nenver Post, May 28, 1939. 

3Dis;patch-Journal (Dallas), May 13, 1939. 

4naily Times Herald (Dallas), April 30, 1939. 



Blackie had been writing his term theme in English. It 

had been raining but the water had turned to ice and 
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neither Blackie nor the principal could stay on his feet. 

Blackie began to give his theme orally, as it was on the 

topic of "Ice and Newton's Law of Gravity. nl In the 

strip of "Ned Brandt," J"ake had been warned that the 

ice was thin out from shore, but he would not admit that 

he was over-weight, and skated along with them. He fell 

through. 2 

Machines of different types and uses make the 

stories interesting. Alley Oop in the comic strip by 

the same name was very familiar with dinosaurs, yet 

wholly unprepared for the twentieth century. He had 

been assured that there were no monsters. in the modern 

world. About that time the new streamlined electric 

train came by, and Alley Oop "took to the trees. n 3 In 

the comic strip of nA:pple :Mary, n a large roller that is 

used to pack asphalt upon roadbeds ran over Dennie's old 

push cart clearly showing the uses and dangers of the 

machine. 4 The teletype machine pictured in the comic 

1Dal1as Morning News, January 15, 1939. 

2Dai1l Times Herald (Dallas}, February 28, 1939. 

3Dispa t ch-Journal (Dallas), April 26, 1939. 

4nenver Post, May 28, 1939. 
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strip of nnick Tracyu unfolded the li:fe of the murdered 

lll8.n. Pat and Dick carefully searched it for clues to 

the solution of the orime .l Humor is round in the use 

of some of the mechanical inventions of' today. In the 

comic strip of "~lla Cinders," Blackie was shown closely 

following a woman wearing a loose jaclcet. The woman 

became angry and demanded to know why he ·was following 

her from floor to f'loor in the big department store. He 

tried to explain that ~-,,- hen he was in the elevator he 

''zipped" his coat up and caught her jacket in his zipper.2 

ponald Duck, in the strip of the same name purchased an 

automatic toaster. He proudly showed it to his nephews, 

placing the bread in and waiting for it to be ejected 

when correctly browned. It did eject the toast but it 

went out the open window by the breakfast table. 3 

Examples o:t' mechanica l appliances are very 

numerous in the nfunnies." Donald Duck deci.ded to f'ix 

the typewriter. After oiling it thoroughly, he asked 

one nephew to :punch a key1 Yfuen he did, the roller 

tripped and, · as Donald was standing to one side, sigh ting . 

ln1 spa tcb-Journal (Dallas), May 1, 1939. 

2Dallas Morning News, April 2, 1939. 

3Dispatch-Journal (Dallas), May 5, 1939. 
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along the top, he got hit in one eye • 1 In the comic 

strip of "Terry and the Pirates, u Terry and Pat made 

a trap of fish nets swung just below the surface of the 

water in order to entangle the propeller of Sanjak' s 

outboard motor. The villain suspected something and cut 

his motor and raised it out of the water to let the boat 

drift with the current over the nets. 2 It was rainirig 

and Uncle Elby and Napoleon had to stay indoors. All 

that came over the radio was "bluesu and n ji tterbugn 

music, so they went up to the attic and played their 

f'avori tes on an old Edison machine which used cylind

rical records. 3 

In the comic strip of ff Jitters," the hero, c~;. a 

monkey endowed with some human characteristics, climbed 

upon, the PBX stool and donned the headphones of the absent 

operator. He plugged the keys in every sort of oonbina*i · 

tions to the confusion of the inmates of the hotel. Some 

tried to check out. 4 Dictaphones and dictographs are 

often used to aid in the solving of mysteries. Since the 

l Ibid • , May 19 , l 9 3 9 • 

2nenver Post, March 12, 1 S} 39. 

3Dallas Morning News, March 12, 1939. 

4rbid., · February 5, 1939. 



practfce of o'ffering evidence gathered in this manner 

has been a much debated question in actual court pro

cedure, the comic strips could be used to enl i ven the 

classroom teachtng of laws and customs. In the comic 

strip of "Dan Dunn," the hero had a dict ,aphone placed 
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in Mona's room and Irwin was given the job of monitoring 

1 t.l Later in the same strip~ the prosecuting attorney 

placed a dictograph in Mona's cell and each time that 

Dan visited her, the machine made a record of their con

versation. These records were kept as evidence for the 

srand Jury.2 

In the story of "Jungle Jim," Karnak, a villain, 

in a ;hurry to escap·e, took off in a hydroplane with a 

"coldn motor. Jim told Lil as he watched the plane rise 

f'rom ·the sur:face of the lake that it would crash. The 

motor stopped and the ~raft fell into the water. 3 Many 

types of guns are shown--f'rom water pistols to the most 

oomplicated of 'machine guns. In the comic strip of 

"Wash Tubbs," Easy :pointed out, in det"ense o f his friend, 

that Splendix had been shot with a .38 caliber pistol, 

l:tbld. , October ,, 16, 1938. 

2Ibid. , October 23, 1938. 

3Daily Tirn·es Herald (Dallas), March 19, 1939. 
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while the f'ingerprints of VJ'ash Tubbs were found on a • 32 

caliber gun.l In the strip of nnick '11racy, n it was :pointed 

out that the bullets from automatic pistols are not marked 

as they jump f'rom the chamber to the barrel as are the 

bullets in a revolver. This makes it possible for a bal-

11s tician to identify the weapon by the bullet.2 

A. giant catapult was used in t h e strip of "Flash 

Gordon 11 to launch the space ship on its journey from . 

Barin's castle to the unknown northland. 3 Since cata-

pults are used . in modern warfare and in launching plan es 

from certain types of ships, a practical app lication could 

be made of the material in the above comic strip. In the 

comic strip or npolly and Her Pals, " the canary disappeared. 

The mai d had been cleaning with a new vacuum sweeper and 

the bird was located in the bag . Of course such a thing 

is improbable, especially to have fo und the bird singing , 

but the mechanics of the s weeper were demonstrated. 4 In 

the story of· nnick Tracy, n two prisoners who were being 

kept in the hold of a ship made use of' their knowledge of 

diesel engines in securing aid. While the engines were 

l DisQatch-Journal (Dallas), May 13, 1939. 

2Ibid., April 26, 1939. 

3naily Times Herald (Dallas) March 5, 1939. 

4rbid., October 5, 1938. 
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stopped, the men unscrewed one of the cleaning plates on 

the exhaust tubes which ran through their prison and 

inserted a wooden float contain ing a message. They 

knew that they had been missed and that the exhaust 

would send the floats out into the water when the engines 

were started, so that their friends could find them.l 

Explosives with their uses and their misuses 

enter into the stories. · In the strip of' "You Can Be the 

Judge," an oil well was accidentally ruined by the pre

mature explosion of a charge of nitre-glycerine which was 

being used to ttbring int, the well. 2 In the story of' nRed 

Ryder," the villains tossed a bundle of dynamite sticks 

containing a lighted fuse into the mine shaft containing 

the hero and his friends. Little Beaver caught the bundle 

and threw 1 t baclc out of the tunnel where it exploded and 

destroyed the enemies.3 The Duchess in the comic strip 

' or "X-9" tried her skill in a shobting gallery.but her aim 

was suoiled and her shot went into a box of bullets • 
.J,, 

The resulting explosions wrecked the shooting gallery. 4 

lDis:patch-Journal (Dallas), May 19, 1939. 

2Daili Times Herald {Dallas), September 16, 1938. 

3Dis]!latch-,Tournal (Dallas), April 21, 1939. 

4Daily Times Herald (Dallas), March 1, 1939. 



The brother and his friend decided to help Freckles in 

the comic strip of that name to celebrate his birthday 

by shooting some firecrackers. h mix-up o ccurred and 
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the brother found himself' with the birthday candles, and 

Freckles lighted the firecrackers on his birthday cake.l 

At one time J"e'f:f in the comic strip of 0 Mutt and Jef'ft1 

contracted to dig a water well. He decided that the work 

was proceeding too slowly and rented an army bomber. He 

dropped his bomb, but missed the site of the well and 

had to pay ror the damages. 2 In the comic strip of "Ella 

Cinders," the heroine was told by her grandfather that 

her father once decided to b e a great inventor. He 

experimented with chemistry until h.e blew out one wall 

of the house, and then he turned to mechanics. He 

invented a mechanical gopher which worked. It took it 

two hours to move fi :f teen feet but when it hit a gas main 

it moved firty feet in one-half second . 3 

Electricity in some of its phases is frequently 

used as ~an element in the stories. Lightning caused the 

herd of cattle to stampede in the story of "Broncho Bill. "4 

lRocky Mountain News (Denver), April 16, 1939. 

2I na£J;,:}!-; Times Herald (Dallas), May 21, 1939. 

3n1spa tch-Journal {Dallas ), April 26, 1939. 

4nallas Morning News, October 30, 1938. 
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Iri the comic strip of "Pluto," the greyhounds were racing 

after a ;Jzi.e9na.n1.c~l. rabbit. Pluto decided that he could 

catch it and did, but he quickly turned it loose, when 

he felt the electricity that he had short circuited.l 

The utility of the telephone often makes the stories 

more interesting. X-9, in the comic strip by the same 

name, was trapped in a diving bell and listened over the 

telephone to a description of the mutiny that was taking 

place on board the ship. 2 Donald Duck saw a telephone on 

a · post beside the street and decided to call up a cousin 

in Australia. The operator told him to hold the phone. 

He did, · but he regretted 1 t, for he was using a :police 

reporting telephone.3 cTane Arden, in the strip of the 

same name was captured and tied to a chair. She kicked 

the telephone off the table and turned her chair over 

so that she could talk into the transmitter, for she knew 

that central would be investigating when the recei~er 

remained orr the rack.4 

In the realm of fancy, Connie and her party were 

on Jupiter in the comic strip of ''Connie," and were cap=tured 

lDaily Times Herald (Dallas), March 12, 1939. 

2Ibid., April 28, l 939. 

3n1 spa tch-Journal (Dallas), April 13, 1939. 

4Dallas Morning News, December 25, 1938. 
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by the inhabitants of that planet. .As the force of 

gravity of Jupiter 1s very great, the natives had devised 

the scheme or creating a magnetic field with electricity 

which would neutralize the sorce of gravity to such an 

extent as to permit normal movements. Connie escaped, 

and managed to null the switch that cut off the current 

to that part of the prison where ,their guards were. 

Jupiter's force of gravity held the captors as a magnet 

holds tacks, until the earth :people had devised means of 

escaping.l The idea of ·people under such situations is 

fantastic, but it should spur a reader to study some 

astronomy. 

·The rehearsal and presentation of a radi o program 

was the plot of nNea. Brandt n at one time. The college 

boys wanted to have som.e :run with their athletic trainer 

who hated to take a joke. 'rhey plann ed the radio program 

with Jake as the star perf'ormer. .A.f ter the entire pro

gram was rendered, Jake learned that the electricity had 

never been turned on, for the station did not have per

mission to broadcast on Sunday. 2 In the comic strip of 

nm:ane Arden, n the looa tion of an enemy broadcasting 

1Df1il.z Times Herald (Dallas), April 9, 1939. 

2Ibid., March 12, 1939. 
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station was founa. by the use of cars 1n different parts 

of the city, which tunec: in their direction finders. 

Where the direction lines crossed indicated the position 

of the sending station. It proved to be in a large 

moving van. 1 This is the incident illustrated by the 

photos tat on page 26, figure o. In the comic strip of 

"Ella Cinders," Blackie agreed to carry a portable radio 

through the town f'or pay. The program said the wrong 

thing at the right place to get him into trouble even 

with the police. 2 One example of reference to television 

occurred in t•Li 'l .l~bner. " A tall handsome _prince in 

disguise fel.l in love ,1i th Daisy Mae and wanted his 

people in the old country to see her. He arranged '!:or 

a television broadcast. With the stage all set and the 

power turned on, the door was opened and a view of her 

kissing Li '1 Abner was sent on the ether waves. 3 Code and 

wireless messages were used to tell parts of the stories 

of "Terry and the Piratesn4 and '"Little Orphan .Annie. 05 

1Dal.las :r;tiorning News, July 14, 1. 942. 

2rbid. , March 5, 1939. 

3Rockz_ Mountain News (Denver), l'1~ay ? , 1939. 

4nenver :Post, April 23, 1939. 

5nail~ Times He:;:ald (Dallas) , May 10, 1939. 
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Photography in still or mov-ing pictures has been 

used by nearl.y every comic s tri n. ... In " Gasoline Alley " , . 

Skeezix had his picture made by a photographer and received 

one large soft tone picture and two smaller glossy prints.l 

Flash light pictures i1elped the Missus in ''Hoom and Boardn 

to solve the mystery of the icebox thief'. When the door 

was opened, a picture was snapped.. 2 In the story of' 

"Little Orphan Annie," men from the F. B. I. took a candid 

camera picture of· two men working on a road gang so that 

they could identify them l.a ter. The camera was small and 

hidden, -1and the men never knew that the .picture had been 

taken.3 Dagwood took some candid shots of Blondie in the 

comic strip of the same name. They were . very uncompli-

nien tary, but he was glad to give them up when he saw 

some that she had snapped of him. 4 In the comic strip 

of nJoe Palooka, n Harry and Ann went in to the dark room 

where Mik e was developing _i:iic tures which they hoped would 

prove Joe's innocence. It was ni ght, and they could go 

into the room without spoiling the film with light. 5 

1 Ibid., May 1, 1939. 

2Dallas Morning News, July 14, 1942. 

3Daily :Pimes• Herald (Dallas), 1v!arch 13, 1939. 

4Ibid. , March 5, 1959. 

5nispatch-Journal (Dallas), May 9, 1939. 
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An interesting description of' moving pictures wat~ g iven 

in "Bullet Ben ton." 'I':i.1e s tor:/ told that cameras took 

the :pictures and sound microp h ones picked up dialogue 

and music which resul te cl in a t a lking picture. That 

the sound appears as a strip of horizontal lines along 

the edge of the picture f'ilm was shown.l Nancy, in the 

comic strip o:r the same name, took a moving picture o:r 

a champion skater who happened to fall sprawling. 1I1he 

skater bribe d .Nancy to give her the film, which she di d , 

pocketing the money,2 

.The pp:ysical science topic of li ght entered into 

the story of 11Secret Agent X-9." The hero and his friends 

were in a boat and lost as the result of' a storm. X-9 

used a sextant, and by rrshooting the sun n , located the 

ship so that they knew in whe.t direction to steer toward 

land. 3 In the realm of i' a ncy, is the co mic strip of 

,rconnie 11 which describ ed the lighting system of the cities 

of Titan, a m::on of Saturn, by saying that it was the 

same as that of· the aurora boreali s of· the earth. 4 

1naill Times Herald (Dallas), April 19, 1939. 

2Hock:y: Mountain News (Denver), :'"arch 12, 1939. 

3Dailz Times Herald (Dallas), April 22, 1939. 

4Ibid., May 23, 1939. 
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In the story of: "Terry and the Pirates , " Terry and his 

friends were captured by the Japanese and banished to 

an isolated farm house where they had to do the work. 

Terry, who worked in the field, wrote the word HELP 

in giant letters on the ground by putting dark top soil 

on the lighter Olay. He thought that the pilot of a 

plane would be Chinese but the English wora would let 

him know that either Americans or Englishmen were being 

held as prisoners.l Lights flashing the Morse code or 

prearranged signals often help to make the stories more 

interesting. In the comic strip of nnan Dunn," the 

jewell thieves signaled to Mona from a small boat by 

:flashing three white and t\tO green flashes. 2 Mirrors 

are often re:ferred to or used in the strips. Dale in 

"Flash Gordon n glanced into the mirror by the door in 

time to see the reflection or Malo drawing his dagger. 

She screamed and thus saved Flash• s life. 3 · Jane Arden 

in the "funnytt of the same name read a message not 

meant for her by holding a blotter in front of a mirror 

which reversed the writing. 4 In a humorous vein the 

lnenver Post, July 6, 1941. 

2Dall.as Morning News, October 23, 1938. 

3naily Times Herald (Dallas), April 23, 1939. 

4Dall.as Morning News, January 8, 1939. 
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Easleys in the comic strip of ns 'Matter Pop, n had two 

!3ersian kittens, both coal black. The nursery rug was 

also black. The enterprising young son rolled the kit

tens in flour so that he would not always be stepping 

upon them. 1 

Applications of less g e neral laws of nature, 

physics, and general science are frequently used to add 

interest to the stories. Momentum caused Dagwood to 

fall in the comic .strip of ''Blondie n, when Baby Dumpling 

was racing him to the kitchen to get the cake fros ting 

pan. Baby Dumpling placed his little red wagon where 

Dagwood would run into it. 2 The use of levers was shown 

in "Apple Mary" . when Bill craclced nuts with a rock and 

a hammer. He had to leave and sunny tried out the plan. 

Each nut flew out from under her hammer and broke some

thing across the room. 3 Lena Pry in the strip by the 

same name, stepped upon the pr ongs of a rake. The law 

of leverage resulted in her being hit i n the face by the 

hand.le. 4 Baby Dumpling illustrated unstable equilibrium 

lnispatch-Journal (Dallas), April 5, 1939. 

2DailY; Times Herald (Dallas), idarch 16, 1939. 

3Dallas Mornin_g News, December 4, 1938. 

4Ibid., April g, 193 9. 
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when he stacked boxes, chairs, and stools and. climbed 

upon them to get a jar of jam from the top shelf of the 

pantry. He could not get down.l The first law of mag

netism was illustrated in "Ella Cinders'' when Patches, 

aboard a tramp steamer, found out that the magnetic 

compass was wrong and that the boa:b was in the Gulf' 

Stream instead of New York Harbor.2 A common error in 

interpreting the compass is shown in the picture on 

page 60, figure. 2.3 The work done by compressed air 

was shown by Dick Traoy, in the comic strip by the 

same name,_ in a ·manner understood by any school boy, 

when he used an old fashioned bean shooter to make a 

man drop a sui tease to give Dick some idea of its con

tents. 4 Friction, · or lack of it, makes many episodes 

in the stories. In the comic strip of "Chief Wahoo," 

the Indian and his pal, on a return trip, took the 

wrong mountain road in a snow storm. Too late they 

learned that they had driven onto the toboggan slide. 5 

1
paily Times Herald (Dallas), May 20, 1939. 

2Di spa tch-Journal (Dallas) , May 6, 1939. 

3Daily Times Herald (Dallas), June 7, 1942. 

4Disna toh-Journal (Dallas), May 24, 1939. 

5Dallas Morning News, January 8, 1939. 
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Jitter, in a strip of the same name, bought some skates 

with a tag on which was printed, "Satisfaction guaranteed 

or your money back." Jitter had never tried skating, and 

because he could not stand up, he demanded his money 

back.l The tensile st?ength of a rope was tested by the 

heaviest member of the exploring par ty in the strip o:r 

"Bos 'n Hal" when they had to cross a crocodile infested 

stream by swinging from the rope hand over hand. 2 The 

elasticity o:f rubber was shown in "Cicero's Cat n when a 

tube that was expanding through a hole in a tire was 

slapped with a claw. The tube exploded. 3 Component 

forces were used and exnlained in the comic strip of . A . 

"Corky" when he flew his kite and er_plained that the 

string had to be kept ti ght even in a varying wind or 

the kite would :fall. 4 Two other strips·, "Joe Jinks, n 5 

and "Napoleon,"6 gave the purpose of the tail of the 

kite, 

lrbid., S eptember 25, 1938. 

2rb 1 d • , November 2 7 , 19 38. 

3nenver Post, April 9, 1939. 

4rbid., May 28, 1939. 

5Rocky Mountain Mews :. (Denver), Tv1arcl1 12, 1939. 

6Dallas I\.1orning News, April 16, 1939 • 
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Cohesion and adhesion, with their closely 

associated property of matter of' friction, form the 

nucleus of many humorous situations. In the comic 

strip of "Hem and .Amy," Barbara knocked over a large 

jar and broke 1 t. She glued it back together and told 

her mother that nothing serious had happened.l The 

motors of the hydroplane were in good ·working order in 

the story of tt£oots, '' bu·t the plane would not move because 

1 t was ·stuck in the mud. 2 Two boys were wa lking down the 

street in the strip of· "Skeets" when they saw a dime 

through a street grating. One ran for a stick and the 

other for a wad of chewing gum. They _pu·t ~ tlie gutn. on~ 

the end of the sticlc and s tudk the dime to the gwn. Their 

reward was an ice-cream cone. 3 Uncle Elby, in the comic 

strip of "Napoleon," tried to paint the wash stand with 

a cheap paint brush which left so many bristles in the 

paint on the stand that his work was ruined. 4 In the 

same story, at another time, Napoleon stepped on some 

flypaper, and the more he tried to get off of 1 t, the 

1Daily Times Herald lDallasi October 3, 1938. 

2nispe.toh-Journal (Dallas), April 21, 1939. 

3Denver Post, April 9, 1939. 

4na.llas Morning · News, September 11, 1938. 
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more stuck-up he be ca.me •1 The hero, in the comic strip 

of SSpence Easley," came home in a big hurry, forgetting 

that his wife had waxed the living room floor.2 

Astronomy 

The two comic strips of !!Flash Gordon n and noonni e, n 

presented more information about the planets than any of 

the other t 1funniesn that were studied. About two y e ars 

ago, Flash Gordon and his friends were inter-space travelers. 

As they started to return to the earth f'rom another planet, 

Zarkov, the navigator, plotted their course. He aimed at 

a point in the heavens on the earth's orbit six days ahe a d 

of the earth. 3 Of course, such travel i s improbable, but 

the fact of celestial movs ments could form a basis for an 

interesting discussion. Connie mentioned the idea that 

inter-planetary space is black and empty except for gravi

tation and heavenly bodies.4 Since the advent ures or 

"Connie 11 over a long l)eriod of time were laid on Jupiter, 

a general science or geography class could make an inter

esting study or the data presented to establish its 

accuracy or inaccuracy. 

1Dallas Mornin6 News, April 9, 1939. 

2Dis patch-J ournal (Dallas) , April 25, 1939. 

3Daily 1f i mes Herald (Dallas), July 6, 1941. 

4 rbid., itpril 22, 1939. 



CHiPTER IV 

EV ALUA11ION 01i' II'[STRUCTION.AL !VIATERI AL 

To ',"1'HICH R_1i .. _·.FER· W""1·J"c1-r u !·S B.,,.,.,,.,.J .. ' ~n.,.,, ..i ,. ,J..J 12 .... ""1-... .1;J l.1.l\ I / i.1iJ..Jb 

That which lies completely outside of the realm 

of facts, or that which is the product or a vivid imagi

nation which does not make use of adequate facts, is 

never clearly understood nor comprehended. The meta

physical world results from rationalization coneerning 

known facts in the physical world and their interaction 

with the itj.dividual. The comic strips must be based 

upon possibilities or real objects, even when they are 

in impossible situations, if' they are to appeal t o the 

average reader. Comic strips must conform to this rule 

or they are soon discarded by the newspapers becaus e of' 

their unpopularity. The person or animal who is the 

main character in a comic strip plays the part of s ome

one whom the reader has known or admires, or has t he 

qualities of such a person . 'Iihe reality of the c omics 

in the sense that they are a reflection or life cannot 

be doubted, if one discards t hat which is admi tted by 

old and young a like to be rr:ake-believe. The young 

read-er soon learns which strip is carrying its actors 
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through a real situation and which one is portraying a 

hypothetical one. Dagwood. and Blondie might live on any 

street in the suburb of' any city, while Flash Gordon and 

his adventures take :place in a mythical imaginary world . 

This imaginativeness is perrectly satisfactory to the 

reader, of ten adding to the popularity of the comic 

strips. 

The authors and artists have learned through the 

trial and error . method that their rea6.ing public likes 

various types of' stories, but the characters and their 

actions must be consistent. 

T .i..:. e kid brothers don't mind the imaginative 
but they do dislike the irrelevant. Any kid can see 
that it takes more than a fairy godmother to get you 
out of tro uble these c3. a ys. • . . • Th e only vv ay to 
get clear of radio and television is by rocket ship .1 

The comic strips are censored by the distributing syndi

cates because the strips are of national circulation and 

they want to guard against comments that might offend any 

group of people. 1rhere are ta.boos against comments on 

race, religion, drunkenness, and licentiousness. The 

strips are not permitted to use profane language though 

minature vortices, dots, dashes, and exclamation points 

convey the meaning with the use of very little imagination. 

There is a social and moral standard that must be 

lLovell Thompson, 0 Not So Comic," Atlantic 
Monthll, 3anua ry, 1941, pp . 105-107. 
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maintained. No newspaper 1uould think of printing any-

thing that would offend the advertising and business 

world• · Emotional reactions are the universal drawing 

cards of · the comic strips, and few stories would be read 

if it were not for the pictures which make possible the 

speedy comprehension of a chapter. Factual material, as 

shown in the :preceding chapter, eenters in to the stories 

incidentally in the majority of cases.· However, when 

the human interest or social element is used, it usually 

form~ the entire plot. 

There is real learning or factual knowledge in the 

comio strips. From the material in an unselected sequence 

or newspapers, scientific suggestions are in:..plemented in 

about eighty per cent of the total number of incidents 

involved. The other twenty per cent included social 

customs, human interests, and language arts criteria. 

Reliable facts are present in the ·comics, but it sometimes 

takes a critical reader to discover them. ..tuong with 

the trustworthy information, there is usually found some 

that is absurdly untrue. This situation is a challenge 

to an intelligent child. and a dare to every teacher--

a. challenge because he will not rest until he has satis

fied his curiosity and a dare to the teacher because he 

must be absolutely sure of his f'acts bef'o:re he can compete 

with· the child in interpreting the situation. Along with 
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the imaginative material there is a weal th of true 

learning. Physics, chemistry, botany, biology, geog

raphy, history, and on through the arbitrary lists of 

all knowledge go the titles under w;hich the data could 

be grouped. In a very large percentage of the comic 

strips there is the moral truth that right makes might-

that the hero is rewarded and the villain :punished, 

Some one might ask if the information is accurate. 

The writer has found that some of the material is based 

on scientific f'acts while some is only "half truths. rt 

But that should not be a reason for condemning the comic 

strip. It is a wonderful opportunity :for developing the 

power of independent judgment oil the part of the child 

reader--to lead him to doubt the information presented 

and to desire its veri1'ica.tion. 

One may ask the question, "Is the information 

important OT vital?" The answer must be an emphatic 

affirmative. · How else could one explain the change 

of the plots in the comic strips from various adventures 

in many lands, even among the stars, bef'ore December 7, 1941, 

to a single tlleme, patriotism, in less than six months? 

The majority of the heroes have joined the armed forces, 

or have gone to work in armament factories. Some are 

being employed by the F. B. I. 



Disney may have smugeled himself into the 
last war, but he walked in to tliis one on a red 

Woarptet. The day after P e e.rl Harbor, the Navy had 
al on the phone. 
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Could he make X nuin,) er of films f'or train
ing Navy personnel on airplane and warship identif'i
cation? 

He could. 
When could he start? 
As soon as he hung up. 

Disney ha£; made X films and is making X more .1 

Walt Disney and his staff with all of their facilities ,· 

are to devote their en tire tin:e, for as long a s t hey are 

needed, to the creation of animated cartoons which will 

help trainees to learn their lessons quickly. Propaganda? 

Perhaps so, however, it is in its best form--that of sell

ing America to .Americans. 1:.-rm.y officials have suggested 

to the creator of "Skeezix" that he he.ve Skeezix try for 

a commission in the army. 1l1he purpose of· this would be 

to educate the public, including those in service, in the 

correct procedure to be followed in applying for and 

receiving a commissioned off'icer's rating. The routines 

followed in the induction and training of' :~1Draftie" in 

the army, the commandos of rrcaptain Yank," the sailors 

in "Navy Bob Steele," the marines. in '1S:tony Craig," and 

the aviators in usm11in' J"ack" are true to the facts of 

lJ. p. McEvoy, uwal t Disney Goes to VTar, n This 
Week, the mag azine section ·of' the Dallas Morning J\Jews, 
July 5, 1 942, p. 8 • . 
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actual United States government usage. :Propaganda? Yes, 

it is. The comic strip is trying to explain the principles 

or democracy to a countr·y that has taken theiu for granted, 

thinking that they were correctly perceived by everyone. 

Freedom of choice and equal rights are lessons learned 

from "Skeezix," freedom of speech i s shovvn in tiThe Red 

Knight," and :freedom of relig ion can be f'ound in ''Little 

Annie Rooney" or"!viaw Green." In response to requests 

from the men in service, some of the comic strips will 

not change their usual routines to that of a war time 

situation. The armed fore es want to relax with their 

comic strip heroes--want to :forget about the war for a 

few minutes. As a r esult, nLi '1 Abner," "Napoleon, tr 

'-'Blondie," and "Katzenjam ... '11er Kids,'' arnon;g others of the 

tv;elve hundred d i fferent comic strips will not contain 

incidents in any way connecte d. with the world conflict. 

Now that war comes graphicall y into the 
living room, via radio, our children have done 
what man has always done when faced by a sorrow 
too great f'or unders tanding: they have turned to 
magic. Not since t he time of scal p in f_:; In~ians . h ~s 
destruction lain so close to the protectea familiar 
circle of childhood . . • • • Let's not be too eager 
to take them (the comics) from our children, brutal 
and supernatural thoug h they be. At least r ~~ht is 
sure to triumph in the end, and here alone K1ct-br?ther 
America can train in security for the world of radio 
and roto-terror.l 

1Thompson, .2£· cit. , p. 107. 
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l~tists have two of the most eff'ective aids f'or 

successful _propaganda., humo r and pic•tures. Comic strips 

catch the readers in their most relaxed moments and 

pictures create a more lasting i mpression than pr inted 

words. In the strip of ''Terry and. the Pirates," Terry 

represents the average young American citizen, while Raven 

Sherman is the idealistic philanthropist and Dude is the 

true type of sold. ier of for t une. Al thoug h the scene or 

action of the strip is China, there is no doubt a s to 

the identity of the invacier. Perhaps Chiang Kai-shek 

owes much to "Terry and the P irates'1 for increasing 

American sympathy with China.l 

There i s a weal th of' material in the comic 

strips of the newsp 2pers. Its content and. its scope 

change to meet the demands of' its readers. Some news

papers have better comics tha n others, a nd letters to 

the editors, encouraging t:t1e good and d iscouragi ng the 

bad receive careful attention.2But better far than these 

negative means of control, every parent and teacher can 

help the child to profit educ a tionall y by their interests 

in the comic sheets. 

l:E'ort Worth Star 'r e l e Bram, August 2, 1942. 

2Geroge E . Hill, '1Taking the Comics Seriously, n 

Childhood Education, Iiay 1941, p. 413. 
' 
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In widening the curriculum to meet an ever 
changing world should we not recognize in the comic 
strip a real possible force in education,which, under 
the wise and discrimination guidance of :parents and 
teachers, may help the child to form his moral con
cepts, to stabilize his judgments and to increase 
his intellige:1 t thinking?l 

lElorence Piper Tuttle nThe :Educati~e Value of· 
the Comic .$trip," American Chiidhood, IEarch, 1938, P • 60 • 



CHAPTER V 

RELATION OF' COMIC STRIP CONTEI\Yr I r-JFORNrATION 

TO AGE PREFEREn CES A..T'ID HtJMOR 

Comic strip informational content is not inter

esting to all readers alike. The age of the reader may 

be the determining factor of' his likes and dislikes, 

but his reading ability, home environment, and geographic 

location affect, to a certain extent, his choice of his 

f'a.vorite "funnies." Miss Jennie Milton reported, "Town 

children seemed to have a greater interest in cr i me and 

mystery comics than did rure..l children. 1 

A primary-school child is handicapped in his 

reading of the comics by his language def'iciency which 

would be overcome as quickly as possible if' he could 

have his wish. If an indul lsent parent DID relative will 

not read the comic section of the newspaper aloud to 

him, he must interpret the stories as best he can from 

the pictures. For this reason, the non-reader will 

understand more of the story from a strip without words 

than from one in which a clear meaning of the sequence 

depends upon the printed matter. Of course, he can and 

does, with his actively vivid imagination, "make-•up" a 

1.Milton, ,Qlt• £1!•, p. 60. 
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story to fit the pictures without the help of explana

tions. "Napoleon," "Cicero's Cat,n and ncorkyu are 

comic strips that seldom, if ever, use words to convey 

their messages. An example of this type of comic strip 

is shown in the photos tat of' "Little Hiawatha" on page 60, 

lrigure 1. It pictures an Indian boy who successfully led 

a small dog home w1 th him to his teepee by tolling him 

with a bone. L..J. ttle Hiawatha decided to try it, but he 

.forgot to remove the rr.eat from the bone and the odor of 

the ham attracted :more animals than he had bargained :ro;:.l 

The plot of the story must be simple if the non-

reader is to read it alone, but his lack of a.bili ty to 

get the complete story does not :prevent him from looking 

at every comic strip that he can find. Re is proud or 

his independence and wants to understand the meaning by 

himself, but he seems to realize that there is more to 

the story than he can interpret. The comic section may 

be read again and. ,~; gain to a c h ild without its losing 

its interest, just as the story of "Littl~ Red Riding 

Hood,,, or "The Three Bears tt ne·ver grows old. 

Intermediate gram:mar grade children are capable 

of comprehending with :profit the comic sections of the 

newspapers. They are interested both in looking at the 

lnaiiy Times Herald (Dallas), June ? , 1942. 
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pictures and in reading the printed wor ds. 'I'he primary 

and intermediate grade children are intensely interested 

in "funnies" that . tell of adventures and excitement. 

T • J". DeFee and Torrence J:1, erguson, of Pasadena, California, 

investigated the preferences of one hundred and seventy-

ti ve seventh grade c. ~hildren and found that T'Su:perm.an tt ranked 

first with their particular group in Pasadena. Their final 

conclusions were reached -a~ter studying the strips that 

ranked high with. both-:.the boys and the girls. They had 

ea.oh student list his1 first ·, second, and third choices. 

The saine type · of' formula strip seems to 
appe 3.l to both groups with the girl s liking a girl 
for the main character and the boys. •-1 i<king a men ·. 
The :po) ular formula. seems to be a hero of extra 
ordinary power;~ov~rco~ing almost impb s sible odds. 
In this he i s e ither e nforcing the law or else 
fighting alone · for .the good against· strange and evil 
adversaries ••••• We believe that in extreme 
cases the child : mig ht ;: be influenced t ·or· t he bad 
by these strips, but t hat in the l a rge is but the· 
child's n a tural reaction t o feats o:f heroism, a 
qua1t ty which is not to be despised. 1 

The above was t he result of studying a large group in 

one grade. The wr i ter made a s imi l ar survey of t wo 

hundred and twenty-three pupils in grades sixth throug h 

the twelfth. From the grand total of rankings, nBlondie" 

was first, r'Mutt anc Jeff"v-;was second, with nLi 'l Abner" 

and "Chief Wahoon t ying for third place. But an individual 

lT. J. DeFe e and Torrence Ferguson, ''Cornie Strip 
in Education, " The Texas Outlook, August, 1941, p. 26. 
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study by age levels did not give the same result. The 

sixth grade grou:p gave "Blondien first and "Supermantt 

second. The twelfth grade placed ''Li 'l Abner't as their 

first choice and "Blondie" second. The ninth ~:f 'a:de 

ranked "Blondie" first, but through a queer coincidence 

three other strips received an equal amount of votes and 

tied for second place. They were 11Red Ryder, n "Lone 

Ranger," and 1lYankee Doodle." 

An analysis of these comic strips reveals that 

the two highest ranking ones are not continuous stories 

bpt are complete in themselves each day. They both contain 

a form of humor and hold up typical American traditions 

throughout their continuity which consists of the same 

characters in natural situations with amusing eon,no~tef

_tions. The ninth grade child is about :fourteen years of 

age and his interest seems to be more dominantly in 

exciting adventures since his three second choices were 

of that type. The therue or nRed Hydern and n1one 

Ranger" is that of law enforcement, battle against evil, 

women in distress, violence and action, and strange 

adventure.l rryankee Doodle" portrays fighting f'or 

democracy, violent death and action, romantic ele~ents 

in which the hero heeds his work first, and patriotism. 
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The types of comic strips that were ranked high tend to 

show a definite trend of' interest on the part of the readers. 

It . may be surnme d up in these words: 

This is signi c; i cant as another exan;.ple of 
moulders of public opinion, plugging for the law 
and by its reoccurrence would tend to indicate that 
these strips :might be influences for the good in 
this respect. Perhaps these strips have had some 
effect which will show itself in an increasin&:: 
respect for law ac these young people attain .~ 
greater age.l 

A comparative analysis of the ten highest ran\:

ing comic strips of the boys and girls separately showed 

that the girls ranked "Dixie Duggan,'' ttEtta Kett, n and 

"Flying Jennyrt third, fifth, and sixth, respectively, on 

their list while the boys put t·rKatzenjammer Kids, n '!'The 
' . 

Lone Ranger, " "Superman," and "Yankee Doodle u four th, 

~ixth, seventh, and eighth, respectively. "Chief Wahoo" 

was the intervening strip in each ranking. This survey 

tends to agree with the findings of the two educators 

:from California in that girls want girls in the leading 

roles and boys admire boys for their heroes. In a recent 

issue of a national magazine there was the report of a 

poll conducted amon1~~ newspaper editors by the Fni versi ty 

of Wisconsin's School of Journalism which resulted in the 

statement that "Blondie" was the best circulation builder 

in the country. r•The reason for this was simple. 

1Ibid. 
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Blondie is followed by some f'if teen million readers 

almost every day in some fou.r hundred and twenty-five 

papers. ol 

Out of all the school children that were ques

tioned in the Texas scho:)ls, not one said that he did 

not read the comic strips, and one boy went so far as 

to rank every one he could name as his choice for first 

place. '!'he comic strip of nThe Spirit, n a conrparati vely 

new sequence, was placed high in the pre:eerences of the 

seniors. This strip is hard to comprehe n d in that the 

1anguage is filled with rail.leries and ennuendoes, the 

drawings are made from exaggerated angles, and the char

acters are bombastic in nature. Its popula:ci ty seems 

to lie in its :perverted form of humor and its unexpected 

twists of adventure. Each comic section is complete in 

itself, but there is an anticlimax to each chapter.2 

Florence rruttle gave tnree reasons for the 

popularity of the comic strips. 

Every chil J. loves action and a dventure. 
And these comic strips with their nquick: p icture 
sequencer' have an instant and satisfying appeal. 

rl'o the chil d. who is reading the comic strips, 
his favorite strips have no useless repetition of 

lAnonym.ous, rrspeaking of Pictures, n Life, 
August 16, 1942, p. '"B. 

2Dallas :t~orning !\fews, August 9, 1942. 
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words, no c~ull material, no wasted or co:n.mon - place 
conversation to hamper his en joyment. 

Eis third reas on for liking the comics i s 
that they give him a cha nce to laugh.l 

The first two reasons have been discussed, but t he third 

needs claritying. Very few o f' the comic s tri:ps even 

pretend to be humorous. Those that do may have as their 

content a play on words, a ludicrous personif ication, an 

embarrassing situation, or s practical joke. Tlie small 

child laughs at an adult shown in an awkward s ituation, 

but fails t o see the humor with a child in the same 

situation. 

"Skippy" appeals to grown-ups bec aus e older 
:people remember . their own c h ild.hood. Children pr e 
fer· grown-up antics bec a.use they cann ot appr eciate 
the full humor of their own bright saying s and. 
doings.2 

The world needs to be taugh t to laugh. Innocent fun 

needs to be enoouragec\ to help humanity to e merge from 

chaos with its equanimity more stable than e ver before. 

lTuttle' loc. Cit. 

2Anonymous, ''Funny Strips," Literary Digest, 
December 12, 1 9 3 6 , p. 18. 



CHAPTER VI 

DATA PERTAINING TO THE UTILIZATION OF COMIC STRIPS 

Comic strips seem to be a factor in the Arn.erican 

way of life, but to what extent or to what end, is not 

yet known. Since about eighty million out of a :possible 

hundred and thirty million .American people read them, 

they must be a rather potent f'actor.l What are the 

comic strips doing to their readers? One correct answer 

is that they· are utilizing the leisure time of a large 

:per cent of the lilllerican people, and their leisure time 

employment is debatable. The amount of time being 

consumed by older people by the comic strips is small 

because .they can get the content quickly, and conversely, 

children spend. a longer time with their comic strip 

heroes because of· their lack of _peruepti ve training. 

The carrv ... over in to otber ac ti vi ties is greater with ,, 

children, and their games are often the outgrowth of 

their "funnies. ,r "Ins:pirec1 by the i d.ea, children about 

:the country have organized real Junior Comrnando uni ts," 

1 s the comment of' one writer concerning the comic s tri:p 

1Hill , lo c. £!_1. 
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of "Little Orphan Annie. ul Another author states, 

~Funny paper characters must become real personalities 

to children for the children seldom confuse names even 

when they are very similar. n2 

Leisure to relax is necessary for the true 
enjoyment o'f laughter and children in a progressive 
school seldom have an OJ):portuni ty to 'have fun. rt 
They are kept too busily engaged. A child who is 
often asked to record his own progress is afraid 
to · admit that he has frittered away precious minutes. 

A :f'ew daring souls hide the ''f'unnie s" in 
their "research n scrap books, or smuggle : them -in 
their school satchels.3 

Bring the act of' reading the comic strips out into the 

open and 1 t will lose its fascination for a certain type 

of child. When the practice is frowned upon, , an ant:t-

social child will tend to read the comic strips for the 

secret satisfaction that he derives from doing that which 

is taboo. 

The comic strips tend to s a tisfy, vicariously, 

the urges for things t hat are not desirable in the modern 

social world. The desire to run away from home, the 

yearning for impossible adventures, or the wish for a 

lAnonyruous, "War in the Comics, tt Newsweek, 
July 12, 1942, p. 60. 

2Mil ton, .2J2.. cit. , p. 60. 

3Flore nc e Brumbaugh, t1We Study Vii t ano. Humor, n 

Childhood ,Education, May, 1940, P• 403. 
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change of environment may utilize the comic stri_ps for 

its satisfaction. The strip of "Toots and Casper" gave 

one method of meeting the problem of run-away children 

during the week of July 30, 1942.l Such non-social 

activities as cruelty ana. deceit may be changed to more 

worth while tendencies through a study of t h eir r·esul ts 

1n a child's favorite comic. W. W. D. Sones, Prof essor 

o:f Education, University of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, 

Pensylvania, says: 

There is a type of pupil for whom the comic 
.book may be a remedial instrument. Psychiatrists 
have reported that the type of' child _ who h a s some
what unsocial tendencies very often lets off' his 
steam in the reading of' e comic thriller and thus 

'--' . 

finds it unnecessary to do anything overtly . This 
is what the comic book will do for the ind i vi dual; 
it will al so d o much for t he group . 2 

Through the comic strips, almos ·t every phase of moral 

t_~raining can be taught. George E. Hill sums t lle 

situation up in these words: 

We must first, when we begin r e ading the 
comics to the youngster, encourage the child to 
distinguish between the real and t he unreal i n 
the comics. • • • • The difference be t vveen many 
Sstor ies '1 and what r e al p eop l e c'i o rc.ust be stress ed. 
:E'ortuna tely, children f ind it ea s y t o g rasp the 

TDaily: Times Herald {Dallas), July 30, 1942. 

2w. W. D. Sones, "Comic Books a s ':Peaching Aids, ' 1 

The Normal Ins true tor, April , 1942, p. 14. 
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idea of unreality of the story. 

We must encourage the practice of moral 
· ctrticism with the comics as our material • • • • 
Were the hero's actions rash or intelligent? 
They will make an excellent course of s tua.y in 
ethical behavior. This may take the fun out of 
the comics but what's a little fun compared with 
warped moral ideals? 

:F'inally as parents and teachers, we can 
use the idealized comic character of the high 
-type to reinf'orce the ethl cal idealism of the 
child. Skeezix fi ghts his battles, Annie Rooney 
meets disappo in tmen ts, Barney Baxter overcomes 
odds, but all of them do it in a way that repre
sents -the American ideals of' fair play and perse
verance .2 

Parents and te a chers can lea d children to read their 

comic strips more thoughtfully and critically without 

destroying their interest or betraying their confidence. 

Stimula.ti ve motivation of' new teaching uni ts · 

may be secured by the use of' the comic strips. A 

.little patient research on the part of the teacher is 

a necessary prerequisite. Children will take delight 

in helping i n such activity. The daily installments 

are brief -and a complete idea may take several days 

to develop so that it may be u s ed profitably, but 

al.most every topic will be used by some comic strip 

during a six weeks period. of time. On t he other hand 

there i s a group of children who are disinterested, 

lHill, loc. cit. 
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and sometimes rebellious toward the school subjects when 

presented in a formal way. For these children, teachers 

are constantly searching for real-life experiences with 

which to relate the aims and activities of the school. 

Very often the language, geography, history, and science 

tha.:t 'are . included in the text or the comic strips and 

books are so vitalized in the story that the :pupil can 

be :lead to work :further in these academic fields .1 

Language, grammar, and composttion can make use 

of: the ; comic strips more easily than any of the other 

subjects. Beginners can tell the stories in their own 

words with pictures to help in learning the meanings or 

words. The older child will meet words that are new. 

Dr,. Robert L. Thorndike, Teachers College, Columbia 

University, New York City, examined four complete comic 

books in a vocabulary analysis an6. foundi 

(1) Each book contained about 10,000 words 
of reading matter. 

(2) Each book contained about 1,000 different 
words other than those falling in the commonest thou
sand of the Thorndike list. 

( 3) The four books together contained about 
3,000 different words other than those in the first 
thousand o:f the Thorndike 11st. 

( 4) Although a number of slang words and 

ls ones , .2.E. c i t . , p • 14 • 
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slang meanings were encountered, the bulk of the 
vocabulary was standard English • 

. ( 5) The reading dif f'i cul ty of' the text material, 
as estimated by the Lorge f'ormula, was at fifth and 
sixth grade level .1 

The four books analyzed by Dr. Thorndike were issues o:f 

Superman, Batman, Action Comics, and Detective Comics. 

Mr. Harold Downes of the Lynn, Massachusetts;, Public 

~ohools, with the assistance of" Dr. r.ehorndike, prepared 

a , workbook based upon four issues of the comic books of' 

Superman, to be used in teaching slow-learning high school 

p-qpils. Like orthodox workbooks this one gives a pre

test and a check-test to be used before and after the 

reading of the co.mi c book to test for word meanings and 

gr,a..nn;nar, since there are sections de;y-oted to action words, 

punctuation marks, compound sentences, and composition. 2 

Several notable cartoonists are creating comio 

books anct strips to aid in the teaching of· hi story. With 

Jack Patton of the staff of the Dallas Morning news as 

the cartoonist and historical data written by Herbert 

Gambrell of Southern Methodist University, an excellent 

1Robert L. Thorndike, nwords and the Comics," 
The Journal of Experimental Education, December, 1940, 
p. ,,,,113. 

2Harold Downes, Robert L. Thorndike , The Super-
man Workbook, (New York: Juvenile Group Founaation, 1941). 
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book oalled Texas History Movies has been compiled. It 

has all. of the characteristics of a comic book but 1s 

based upon historical facts .l Other construe ti ve efforts 

are '. shown by George J. Hioht, publisher of Parents, 

~~agazine ,, who had edited True C9.mics, Real Heroes, and 

,Cal-ling All Girls to utilize the highly effective tech

.niques. -. that . have enabled the comics to appeal so pro

foundly to children and to turn these techniques toward 

educationally defensible ends.?: True Comics gives the 

s ·torfes of real incidents of' the past. Real Heroes was 

wri t :ten to appeal to boys _. and Calling All Girls to 

ap:pe·a.1 to .. girls. 

Prejudice against the comic strips as a tool 

of education must be overcome if' the natural interests 

ot the · child are to be considered in an educational 

program. The status of the comics ranges :rrom the 

opinion of Sterling North as expressed in his editorial 

1·n the Ctt~Q~ Daily News: 

The bulk of the lurid publications depend 
for their appea. l upon mayhem, murder, torture, 
and ·abduction, often with the child as the victim. • • • • 

1Jack Patton and Herbert Gambrell, Texas History 
Movies (Dallas: Magnolia Petroleum Company, 1941}. 

2Paul Witty, nchildren ts Interest in Reading the 
Comics , u The Journal .2!_ Experimental Eduoa ti on, December, 1941, 
p • .l02. 
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Badly drawn, badly written, and badly nrin teti .. . ~ 
effect of the pulp-paper nlght;tares is· tiiut of ~•- ... 
violent stimulant. • • • • Unless we want :L com1r,g 
generation even more rerocious than the pres~n t . 
one, parents and teacne1·~ throughout )..merice. must 
band together to break tile "comic'' magazine .1 

to that of Robert Lawson, well-1\nown illus cr!:i :or .,f 

children's books and winner of the Caldecot t l~edal ror 

1941, who says: 

They have real interest and sus?ense. Their 
characters have real and recognizable personality. 
They are highly moral. They cover :fields that inter
est children. They deal ·,11th airplanes and tani<s,. 
ships, motor trucks, and sub.ns.rines. Their char~1cters 
are cowboys and mountaineers, G-ruen, 1nternat1onnl 
spies, orrice boys, ba1l players, prize fishtora, 
soldiers, and sailors. Their settings runge rrom the 
Orient to the ..:·~ctic and to strange iroo.31nat1ve lands. 
Some or them are historical ••••• 'l'he rooe~rch 1s 
thorough and correct; they are well drawn and ~ell 
thought out. 2 . 

There are parents and teachers to w~1om the co;;dc ::;oot1onn 

and books are a nuisance i:f not an abo:.nination, and who 

· h reaa· ther ... r..houl<l h."' punished. think that the ch1laren W o ~ - · Uv 

They are growing fewer in number, 1fortune.tely, and tho 

comics are being accepted as o. necessary evil to bo com

bated a.long the same lines as the undesirable ln the 

movies and the radio. A careful nnaly::11s ohowa that ___ _;,_ _________ _ ---------
lstcrling ~~0 rth, ".i::dl tor1al," ~i~icar,o ~ally 

News, :lay 8, l 940. 
<t • ~ . • 

2·--obert Lawson ·1 c•n '-'hi le.rem r1:t(t .:>oo ::~: , 
~ ' 19'2 272 Child.hood .J:ducation, February, -s , P• • 
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-the ''luridtt type of stories is disappearing from the 

strips and a more worth while and meritorious subject 

content is being used. The authors of 0 Mary Worth-," 

instead of having Sunny kidnapped to sustain the sus

pense of the story, now have the entire family living 

c:>n-,a large estate to aid in trapping enemy agents who 

~~e ·suspected of signaling to ships off the eastern 

shore. Instead of having the heroes in nRed Rydertt 

and "The Lone Ranger" kill their enemies as they did 

during the early life of the strips, the authors now 

show them turning their enemies over to the :proper 

authorities, the police or officers of the law. 

A large per cent of the prejudice against the 

comic strips is due to the type of language or crude 

English that certain characters use. This criticism 

1 s · jus tif'ied, but a language teacher can make profit

able use of even the incorrect grammar by having the 

class correct the errors. An old axiom that "One 

learns by his mistakes and not by his successes" 

cannot be completely refuted by modern techniques of 

teaching. There is one school of thought that says 

if' the undesirable aims of education are sufficiently 

stressed, society will strive to avoid them. Poorly 

written comic strips can be used to point out the good 
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quaiities in the better ones, and from that form of 

evaluation, the teacher can lead a child to choose the 

desirable reading that an educated populace wants its 

~onstituents to prefer. 



CHAPTER VII 

SUJiJMARY 

The comic strips and comic books, as such, had 

their beginning in Germany about 1890. The Germanic 

idea was a cartoon picturing a practical joke in which 

the reader laugb.ed ,rat the other fell ow. n .Americans 

like to laugh at themselves and as a result, although 

Germany gave America the notion, America changed the 

theme. Thus, though there v:ere no newspaper comics 

fifty years ago, and parallels are fo und in Europe today, 

the present comic strip is an American invention. 1 With 

the comic strips put to such diverse uses as commercial 

advertising, safety, and democratic propaganda, it is 

little wonder that no two educators, publishers, or 

writers--or anyone else who has the opportunity to ex

press an opinion--should a gree on what is good and bad 

in the comic strips. But interest connotes absorption 

or attention because of the satisfaction experienced 

and the children are interested in the comic strips; 

therefore educators must recognize this immense source 

of motivation and make use of it. 

1sarah D. Lowrie, r1The Comic Strips, n Forum, 
Apri 1, 19 28, p. 5 28. 
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People who read the com1· c st· ri 1 · ps, 0 C !..nd , ~-"°"'', n .. • 

,JV ~u::, t 

do so to escape reality, to satisfy -:. ye::..rnin: 1 :" o;: 

adventure, excitement, suspense, or to make e. ch::in~c. 

Too much evasion of the realities of lit'e is dc.n ··e1-ou . 
t:, • ,;:. .. 

but some seems necessary for the preservation or one's 

aani ty during these bewild.eri r. 6 tim0s. Tlie co:uic s tr1 .?S 

are prepareci for the public primarily ... 1·01· awust:n:.Cri. t an~ 

entertainment. 

There is e. new straw in the wind. It ls 
America's million-dollar-a-:mon th craze -r for comic 
strip magazines. This has grown up in les~ th!ln 
two yea1--s, the two years since !'uni ch. • • • • 
Twelve million dollars a year in greosy, sr ull 
ooins, warmed by tlirty small palm·s, twelve m11 l 1on 
chivied or cheated for, earned by sweat or ... s,-:inc.le. 
• • • • Af'ter he has read 1 t, 1 t beooce·s a ·· sort - or 
currency with him, to be swapped for other ,coir.1c 
strip magazines. Here's paper money based 'ori ...,,.s6ffic
thing more permanent than gold.l 

The business of supr,lying the American peo~le _'iji th ttc lr 

favorite ":funnies" has proved to be g_ luc1·e ti ve one, but 

the authors and artists have demonstrated their w1ll1ns

ness to cooperate with the ;iublic by payine; C!trer~l o t t,.!,~

tion to all sucgestions that hnve been tendered ·to them 

by their customers. This is reflected in the trends or 
the subject content of tbe different coc:1c strips. T . 0 

Government needed to have decocracy taught to the Amet'1-

can people and the first agency called u~on was the 

lTho~pson, 2.2_. E.ll·, P• 105. 
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press, or uFourth Estate." Each comic strip in its own 

way is portraying desirable things about the American 

way of lif'e. Even the humor·ous strips let the reader 

laugh at himself, by proxy, and only a perverted sense 

or humor could conceivably find. fun in laughing at 

something that had not been experienced or sympatheti

cally understood. "One laughs with his friends and not 

his enemies," is an old adage. 

Because the visual method of instruction provides 

an excellent approach to new learning, the _ comic strips, 

with their simplicity and pictorial quality, are ideal 

teaching aids. Poor verbal readers may be excellent 

picture readers. Good verbal readers may read them 

rapidly as they lack con:rusing details, and there is no 

dearth of types. Almost every field of learning is set 

forth to some extent at some time by the comic strips, 

but not profoundly, as indicated by Dr. Howard : Langford, 

research graduate of Teachers• College, Columbia Uni ver

si ty, New York City, who says: 

Readers of' comic strips, young or old, do 
not want to think--they want e~otional satisfaction 
without mental anguish.l 

?hysics, chemistry, history, literature, grammar, _civics, 

biology, philosophy, ethics, mathematics, and astronomy 

J. "Funny Strips , '' loc. cit. 
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furnished incidental material for the plots of the comic 

strips that were examined. The degree of effecti vene.ss 

of any teaching aid depends largely upo~ the ingenuity 

of the teacher in using the aid, but it is surprising how 

much action can be learned from p~ctures, and from still 

pictures at that. Look at any cartoon and contemplate 

how much action is condensed therei inc;a few lines and 

cur~es. Try to describe the action in the entire s1 tua

tion and see how much space it will require in comparison. 1 

There is factual knowledge :round in the comic 

strips of teaching value but they also contain imaginary 

people in imaginary s1 tua tions. One must acquire standards 

.by which to evaluate any s1 tuation. A child should be 

led to validate or question the authenticity of his read~ 

ing and thus acquire the habit of judging and making 

decisions for himself. The presence of the knowledge 

does not mean that the child is learning it. He must 

develop a critical mind and he needs guidance. 

The findings concerning age preferences are 

neither conclusive nor complete. 1J.1he tendencies seem 

to be different for the different groups, or age levels. 

Non-readers like comic strips that do not depend upon 

lWeber, op. cit., p. 130. 
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printed words for comprehension, or action pictures for 

which they may ''make · up" stories. The intermediate girl 

wants girls for the leading characters while the inter

mediate boy wants boys ror heroes in his favorite comic 

strip. Older readers desire comic strips that reflect 

some form o:f humor rather than purely adventure stories. 

The young child enjoys seeing older people or animals in 

amusing situations rather than children nearer his age 

for he cannot see the humor of what he does. 

The utilization of the comic strips dep ends 

upon two things: the recognition of their practicali ~y 

and the overcoming of the :prejudice against their employ

ment. The newspaper comics must fill a felt need or more 

than two- thirds of the .American people are was ting their 

valuable time in reading them. James Swinnerton predicts: 

There is a time coming when a really clever 
comic drawing or series will not be dependent on 
balloons or subheads ••..• It will show in panto
mime and subtle detail the story to be conveyed . 
.And I say, bless those men through whose whims1 a 
nation may relax and 11 ve a few happ y moments. 

Throughout the controversy over the value or 

la.ck of value of the comic strips, thoughtful writers 

have asked themselves these questions: 

I wonder i:f at this time when so much effort 
is being made to explain human behavior in relation 
to its environment, if the material that makes up 

lnFunny Strips , '' loc. cit. 
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our comic strip may not be made to serve our pur
pose to some extent? 

What 11 terary ru.eri t does it possess? 
Why is it able to hold attention of the child? 
What ,intellectual curiosity does 1 t arouse? 
What independent judgment does it stimulate? 
What emotion does it satisfy?l 

It is the work of every educator to do his share in 

diagnosing this potential, prevalent, and provocative 

force. In conclusion the opinion of Dr. Thorndike is 

interesting, 

In general, my attitude towards the comic 
book is that it is not the type of' material which. 
cultivated adults would choose to have children 
read but that we must recognize children for what 
they are rather than for what we would like them. to 
be and realize that violent adventure and excitement 
will a1 ways have ap. appeal for them. I feel we 
must recognize these interests and. work with them 
and from them rather than against them so that the 
comic books and comic book heroes become for many· 
children a taking o'ff place from which we work 
towards improving their reading abilities and 
tastes. 2 

1Tuttle, loc. cit. --
2Robert L. Thorndike, Letter, June 16, 1942. 
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